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Group theoretical analysis 
of in-shell interaction in atoms 
Abstract 
A group theoretic approach to Layzer's 
1/Z expansion method is explored. In part 
this builds on earlier work of Wulfman(2), 
of Moshinsky et al(l4), and of Sinanoglu, 
Herrick(lS), and Kellman (16) on second row 
atoms. 
I investigate atoms with electrons in 
the 3s-3p-3d shell and find: 
I 
1. wulfman's constant of motion 
accurately predicts configuration 
mixing for systems with two to eight 
electrons in the 3s-3p subshell. 
2. The same constant of motion 
accurately predicts configuration 
mixing for systems with two 
electrons in the 3s-3p-3d shell. 
3. It accurately predicts 
configuration mixing in systems of 
high angular momentum L and of 
high spin angular momentum S 
containing three electrons in the 
3s-3p-3d shell, but gives less 
accurate results when L and S are 
both small 
I also show how effective nuclear 
charges may be calculated by a group 
theoretical approach. In addition I 
explore several new methods for 
expressing electron repulsion operators 
in terms of operators of the 80(4,2) 
dynamical group of one - electron atoms. 
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I. Introduction part l; 1/Z expansion method 
A promising theoretical scheme for describing atomic 
spectra was developed by David Layzer some time ago (1). 
This scheme emphasizes the importance of the interaction 
between configurations that are degenerate in hydrogenic 
approximation, and the importance of changes in the wave 
functions that can be expressed as changes in effective 
nuclear charges. The theory is in some respects simpler 
than the one based on the central-f ld approximation and 
Hartree-Fock wave functions. It also gives more direct 
explanations of the systematics of atomic spectra. 
In a nonrelativistic approximation the Hamiltonian 
for an N-electron atom of nuclear charge Z is given 
(in atomic units) by; 
H(N,Z) = ~(l/2)p~.\- Z/r.- + 2:"1/r .. 
... i.<j ~J 
(I-0-l) 
If we adopt a new unit of length equal to the old one 






H = L<Pl12- l/r~l = 
~ 
.a-





A = 1/Z v = Jl!r.: • 
A,<_;. 
Layzer uses perturbation theory with A= 1/Z as the 
perturbation parameter. Because of the degeneracy of 
levels of different Q but the same principal quantum 
number n he must use degenerate perturbation theory to 
determine the approximate eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
from which the effective nuclear charge is determined. 
This gives a term in the wave function of zero order in 
1/Z. He then uses effective nuclear charges to deal with 
changes in wave functions of first order in 1/Z. For the 
treatment of terms of higher order in 1/Z we refer the 
reader to Layzer's papers (1). 
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II. Introduction part 2; group theoretical 
analysis of the 1/Z method for the helium series 
1. Using group theory to determine the coefficient of 
configuration mixing 
According to Wulfman's work (2) for two electron 
atoms we have: 
(A;.· · + 1:..· · ) '\fPQ1M = l P ( P + 2) + Q~ j t PQ1M 
,._.-~,) ""'""J 
{1..:.· ·A:.·) "lrPQ1M 
"",; """ J r 
1 t .. y PQ1M = 1 { 1 + 1 ) YPQLM .) 
-- "'J 
{II-1-1) 
where A · · = A . - A · -v""J _.... -..;-' "f:,;.j = f.A. + l;j, bj being the 
Runge Lenz vector of particle j, and~ being the angular 
momentum of particle j. 
The functions satisfying (II-1-1) are: 
YPQLM = [ PQLM(n;. ,nj ) > 
~.-n· X 
= -1l:.(-)) ~2.l~ + 1 ) ( 2 ~ + 1 )( p + Q + 1) ( p - Q + 1 l] z 
.t i. .lj 
r·- 1) /2, (n~- 1)/2, £..: x { nj- 1)/2, (n·- 1)/2, .R.· ..2S'-tL(n~, l,;.,ni, ~·) (II-1-2) J ) 
(P + Q)/2, (P - Q)/2, L 
4 
where j~ = (n,- l)/2 , j 'o = ( n.2. - l ) I 2 , 
Jtl.,. = j/ + j Z f • • • J I - j2. f J 
.:J. S•l n n · · L ( n.:. , x.-; nj ,r..j ) 1s a two electron conf1guration with 
definite S, L, n and Q quantum numbers . 




= -.500 S(s ) + I z .866 S(p ) 
I I :I. l :1. 2000(22)> = -.866 S(s ) - .500 S(p ) . 
The states obtained by the degenerate perturbation 
method i.e. by diagonalization are: 
-. 4 7 6 
1 
s ( s 2 J + . 8 8 o 's ( p~ J , 
- • 8 8 o 's ( s ~ J - • 4 7 6 's ( p 2. J • 
One can see ·the first set is very close to the 
second set and Wulfman's method is simpler than the l/Z 
method for finding the coefficients of configuration 
mixing. It is found to accurately predict most in-shell 
configuration mixing in doubly excited states of two 
electron atoms (2). 
2. Using group theory to determine the effective nuclear 
charge 
5 
We have used a new way of looking at effective 
nuclear charges that utilizes their group theoretic 
interpretation as scale factors. We find the effective 
nuclear charges in doubly excited states of helium by 
using group operators of 50(4,2). In this we make use of 
a representation of 50(4,2), derived by Bednar (13), 
which has considerable advantages in atomic and molecular 
studies. The generators in this realization are defined 
as follows: 
gK = (-i/2) E-·•~<,(x.L -.. J "-).:t:· 
";) 
!:~ = -1/2 ( X1<4 - 2L.-oX« 
-l/2(x~6 
';? 
!2:< = - 2 'OX~-
!· = -l/2(rA + r) , 
-i(l Xj~) T:~. = + = .,.... 
T = l/2(ril - r) ' -~ 
fk 
. ~ = ~r ~x.f< 
\vhere: 
xj .';:t.._ ) 
2x · 2- L + 
J '<'~ 'b:Lit:. 
XI<') 
2x . .:L L Xf<) -
:J tl.I(J "aX(<. 
-i(l 
r = 
+ " r;r) 
y, 






These generators are self-adjoint with the scalar 
product: 
6 
The \vave functions Xl'\..e.-C'C) can be expressed in 
spherical coordinates as: 
where the L;!;:, (:r.r) are Laguerre polynomials. In this 
realization, the operators J, A, B, T form the Lie 
algebra of the subgroup S0(4,l) with the following 
commutation relations: 
( J.: I J;J = i €'-"'J «. J f<.t 
(A;., Ai) = i G-,;.J-l(J1(, 
[ J,:., Aj) = i l:-~J 1l A1<, 
(B.:., BJJ = -it: .. '(.( Jx ""J , 
[ J. I B.>) = i s .. ~ B~.t (II-2-2) 
(A;. , BjJ = i ~ f_;' Tz, 
(A,;., TJ.J = -iB,:., 
r B~, T~J = -iA.:.., 
[ J;., T~ = 0 




( T.~- , T~) == i T 1 (II-2-3) 
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They therefore form the Lie algebra of an 80(2,1) 
subgroup. This realization lS particularly convenient 
because the position operators in it have the following 
simple form: 
x.;. = BA.- A.:. , 
r = T3 - T, (II-2-4) 
Also the matrix representation of the generators J, A, B, - - -
T is quite simple. We emphasize that the scalar product _.. 
in Bednar representation is different from the usual one 
in Schrodinger's representation. For example we can 
show that the generator: 
'( i) l) T 2 = -J. r- + 
- 'i)Y" 
is self-adjoint with the scalar product: 
By using integration by parts, we have: 




so,:£~= -i(r~+ 1} is self-adjoint with the scalar 
product: 
Also we can show that the generator 
• ( CJ = -~ r- + "'r 3/2) 
is self-adjoint with the scalar product: 
Using integration by parts, we have: 
9 
= 5 
Therefore we have: 
so, T'l. = -i(r..e._ + 3/2) is self-adjoint when the scalar 
"\,.. "l'Y' 
product is: 
We make use of the operators exp(i~T1). We have: 
IV 
0( 
exp(i~T1lf(r} = exp(3~/2)f(€ r) 
""' 
If 
( ~ot !I tA %.,/r "' J"rr'*' a "'"' ol I"' ) e? "i: ( e r) e r ( e r) dv = :z ( e r) y ( e r) d ( e v) = 1 
fli 
Thus we may interpret e as Z, .e.., Z = ot. , where z is the ,.. "" ...,_ 
effective nuclear charge. 
We see one can use the operator exp(i«!~) to set the 
fective nuclear charge in the eigenvector 
\PQLM;Z~Zb> = 12000>. We have: 
10 
I PQLM; z.._ z h > = j 2 0 0 0 > • We have : 
- (li2) 1 S(2p,Zc.,2p.lZ~:.l] 
+ 1 I JD [- (.{3 I 2 ) I s ( 2 s I z b ' 2 S.:. z ~) 
Where D is a normalization constant. 
We find the effective nuclear charge by varying the 
z~, ~b to minimize the energy of the system: 
oa 
By using the formula llr,2. = 2. r<~lr>~<"'' P~ (cos <9,-tl 
k::o 
when r,> r.2.' l/r 1"' 
~ 'k. 4(.f>l 
= 2. r:2lr, Pk (cos 9,,_) 
lc.:o 
0<.1 
r_, < r 2.' llr 1~ 
- '!c l tl = 2.. r, lr.2.'.( p'k (cos J,z.) 
*.::.o 
and the relation 
(II-2-5) 
Q I Q I I I f I + t.' ... ~ [ 1.. ~ ~' J.. ,' L < , z Y...m P,dcost9,.tltf.~L.Q_ m> = (-lJ ~t,,3,....,, k .Q., ~.~.) 




= {6 ~Hss (Zc.,ZpO) + Fsssse: (Zet,Z.,O)J 
+ 2 [ F pppp ( Z tv Z" 0 ) + F PPt'Pe ( Z", Z b 0 ) ] 
+(4/5)(Fpppp(Z~,Z,2) + Fppppe,(Z4,Zt>2l] 
- 4 ( F p~ ps ( Z ... , Z b 1 ) + F p s ps E: ( Z tt. , Z b 1 ) 1 J 
(II-2-7) 
By using a Macsyma computer we calculated all these 
integrals (which are given in appendix 4) and substituted 
them into (II-2-7). We found the minimum of E(Z~,Zb l by 
a numerical method. The minimum occurs for 
E(Z~ = 1.8,Zb = 1.8) and D(Z~ = 1.8,Zb = 1.8) = 4. 
The eigenvector and eigenvalue with effective 
nuclear charge Z~= 1.8 Zb= 1.8 are : 
12 
I I 
=- (3/2)S(2s l·8,2s 1·8)- (l/2)S(2p l•8,2p 18) 
here, P = 2 , Q = 0 , L = 0 , M = 0 , 
E(ZQ. = l.8,Zb = 1.8) = -.76851562 (A. U.). 
Here, where we only consider configuration mixing within 
a shell, the effective nuclear charge is independent of 
the angular momentum quantum number For the same 
doubly - excited state 
I :l ~ 
2 S(2s ,2p ) the energy 
calculated from D. R. Herrick's formula (20)(21) is 
-.7575757(A.U.) and the energy calculated by 
J. R. Jasperse and M. H. Friedman (22) is -.758l00(A.U. ). 
Our result is lower because we have used better 
configuration mixing and have found the effective nuclear 
charge that gives the lowest extremum in E(Z~,Zb). 
So far we have not found a general formula that 
gives the effective nuclear charge directly for n > 2 and 
N > 2. Also there exists no general relation analogous 
to (II-l-2) which predicts configuration mixing when 
N > 2. To prepare the way for the development of such a 
formula we will, in this thesis, concern ourselves with 
the configuration mixing problem for three electrons in 
the 3s-3p-3d shell. We will in this work test the 
validity of using a known approximate constant of motion 
for 2s-2p and 3s-3p as an approximate constant of motion 
for 3s-3p-3d systems. 
13 
(III) Two and three electron 
configuration mixing within the 3s-3p-3d shell 
It was recently found by Wulfman (3), that the 
- <:;' z I. 
operator C.l = ~<~~-'- l:-j ) + q; . ..: + f.j ) , a sum of 
""') 
particle-pair 0(4) Casimir operators, is a surprisingly 
good approximate constant of motion for N-electrons in 
the 2s-2p shell(l6). Ho and Wulfman established that 
this constant also accuratly fixes configuration mixing 
within the entire 3s-3p subshell (4). We here 
investigate the use of c; in approximating configuration 
mixing within the 3s-3p-3d shell. We calculate both 
approximate and exact in-shell configuration mixing for 
two and three electron systems. 
There are many methods for dealing with 
configuration mixing for many electrons. We here use the 
group theoretic methods developed by Racah (5) for 
dealing with complicated configurations in Russell 
Saunders approximation. ~r.Je first introduce some 
important concepts and the mathematical formalism 
presented by Racah in his series of papers (5). 
1. Introduction 
(1) Irreducible tensor operators and their matrix 
elements; Wigner-Eckart theorem 
14 
The concept of irreducible tensor operator occupies 
a central position in the modern theory of angular 
momentum. Its importance was first emphasized by 
Racah (5) who derived the algebra of these operators and 
applied them to the study of atomic spectroscopy. 
Pioneering work had also been done by Wigner. 
The matrix components of electrostatic interaction 
between electrons depend on the matrix elements of the 
spherical harmonics. The spherical harmonics play the 
role of operators and not of eigenfunctions, and it is 
convenient to consider in a general way the algebra of 
such operators. Suppose Jx. , Jy , J.& are the components of 
angular-momentum which satisfy the commutation relations. 
+ 
and satisfy J = J . - - It is easy to show (6) that the 
nonvanishing matrix elements of the operators Jr= Jx+ iJy 
and J~ are given by the equations 
<j m + liJ:Ij m> =[j(j + 1)- m(m 
< j m / J.z I j m> = m . (III-l-1) 




(q = k,k- l,k- 2, ...... ,-k) which satisfy analogous 
relations when acted on by the angular momentum 
operators. Such operators are called spherical tensor 
15 
operators of rank k. They are defined by means of the 
commutation relations 
(III-l-2) 
In order to compare (III-1-l) and (III-l-2) we first 
recall an elementary result from quantum mechanics. 
The z component of the orbital angular momentum operator 
in spherical polar coordinates is: 
(III-l-3) 
Assuming f and ~to be ordinary functions, we have: 
- if(;'Ptl = (J:{f):jr + f(J.2,1j:l) 
(III-l-4) 
and solving for (J~f)~we obtain: 
( J~ f) :1! = ( J:z f - f Jz; ) Y: 
Since the function is arbitrary, this leads to the 
indentity: 
(III-l-5) 
It is seen tha~ equations (III-1-l) are the analogs of 
the corresponding relations (III-l-2) for the angular 
momentum operators. This i~plies that the components of 
a spherical tensor operator transform among themselves as 
do the corresponding angular momentum states when 
. ~ e ·J operated upon by the rotatlon operator e - -. It was for 
16 
this reason that Racah gave the general definition for 
irreducible tensors as follows: The set TJM constitutes 




One can also directly define irreducible tensor 
operators by their transformation properties under 
rotation: 
_, ~ J.. 
R T .]M R = .L I D r1 M ( oi ~ '( ) T J M I 
M 
(III-l-7) 
. '(JS . Yj 
where R = e"oi:Jz.e_ ... te."' "is the rotation operator andat,p, Y' 
:;,-
are the Euler angles defining the rotation. DM~(~,~,Y) 
are the matrix elements' of R in the J M representation. 
The definition (III-l-7) is equivalent to (III-l-6) (6). 
Using group theoretical language (III-l-7) implies that 
both the angular momentum eigenfunctions Y~6 and the 
tensor operators T*~ form a basis fDr a representation of 
the rotation group. The representation is said to be 
"irreducible", because it is not possible to form any 
linear combination of the basis functions which gives a 
representation of lower dimensionality. 
Having defined the components T~M of an irreducible 
tensor in (III-l-6) and (III-l-7), we now will discuss 
the matrix elements of such tensor components between 
17 
states of sharp angular momentum. The general result was 
discovered indepently by Eckart and by Wigner. The 
Wigner-Eckart theorem states that the dependence of the 
matrix element <j'~ITJ~Ij m> on the projection quantum 
numbers is entirely contained in the Clesch Gordan 
coefficient C(j'L j;m M m>,i.e. that: 
(III-l-8) 
The quantity <jiiTJ'jjj) 1s called the reduced matrix element 
of the set of tensor operators TJM· It is independent 0f 
M, m, m. Therefore the W-E theorem permits a separation 
of those features of a physical process depending on the 
geometry of the system from those depending on the 
detailed physical dynamics. One can find the proof of 
this theorem in general books about angular momentum (7). 
(2) Scalar product of tensors; Coulomb interaction for 
two electrons in Russell-Saunders terms (S L scheme) 
The Coulomb interaction energy between two electrons 
at r, and ~ may be expanded in terms of scalar products 
of spherical harmonics. In order to calculate the matrix 
elements of 1/~~, we therefore consider the coupling of 
tensor operators. 
A. Tensor product of irreducible tensors (12) 
l k-1 <~I 
A product of two tensors A and B is a quantity 
b u i l t out of an ens e mb l e of ( 2 1( + l ) ( 2 .Q. + l ) b i l in ear 
18 
(f<_J ( iJ 
products !: r< :§>-- for the full range of values of k and..\.. 
The tensor built out of all these components is 
reducible. This is an extension of the result about the 
d t f t {t) Cl) h • h . pro uc o wo vectors A B , w 1ch as n1ne - -
components. These nine components can be regarded as 
three distinct irreducible tensor products: One component 
belongs to the usual scalar product k•B ; three more 
belong to the usual vector product ~ x g; and the other 
five belong to the symmetrical tensor product 
1/2(~ ~ + ~ ~) - b·~ 1/3 in which f is the unit second 
order tensor whose Cartesian expression is 
(f·l + j.j + k·k). 
(!() d.) 
The product elements A~ B~ may be transformed to a 
set of irreducible tensor products of order n, given by 
the usual vector coupling values: 
n = k'+i, k +Q- 1, .. \k 
(11) 
We adopt the notation (~ x §) 
(III-1-9) 
" for the irreducible 
tensor of order n, which is one of the products of ~~)and 
(~] 
B . The rule of transformation of the basic components 
on making a rotation R of the coordinate frame is: 
By using D[jt) D(~) = .2 <ml m .. l j, m> oJ: < j ,1-t I ;«,}'t.z > ( 8) the 
m~l ""'>)l.t JM)~· rn;( 
products of the o's can be replaced by a series of single 
D's .. gJ.vJ.ng: 
19 
Mutiplying by <k',).I('/<,Jl.).-,,,u> 1 summing over (k,A.) and using 
the orthogonality property of the ciupling coefficients 






2_ AK B"' 
J<t)..=)'( 
This shows that the quantities on the left transform 
as the components of an reducible tensor of order n. 
Therefore the nth-order irreducible tensor product .has 
components: 
(III-1-10) 
in which /A= n, n - 1 1 •••• -n. This general result shows 
that a scalar product (n = 0) exists only for two tensors 
of equal order k = In this case, we have: 
<j. m. j1m1 lj 1 j 2 j 
);' )1_,..,, y, 
( J 
J :t ) ! ) -m3> = (-1) (2j + 1 ):.2 ........ IMl. ms 
let j~ = 0 1 m 3 = 01 j \ = j l. = 'k I m, = Kl m,t. = ;.,._ 
< K }.. ( k I 'k )I 0 I 0 > ( k 
~ 
0 ) k I< 1 )~ J $ (> •. - /() = 0 = ( ( - 1 J - I ( 2 :f< + I< ~ 
and therefore the scalar product is: 
d<J tic) J o r 1t ~ J dc.J t( ,'kJ 
[ A X B 
0 
= l ( -1 ) I (2ft + 1 ) :t [A~ ( -1 ) B _ K (III-1-11) 
k 
B. Matrix elements of the tensor product of two tensor 
operators ( 12). 
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To calculate the matrix elements of the mixed tensor 
t< [ (~> ( lc~Jjfj(~ 
operator X&= T xU ~ln the L S M scheme it is 
convenient to suppose that the system can be separated 
into two independent parts: part 1 and part 2 if it is a 
two particle system. T could be a function of position 
and spin coordinates of the f st particle and U a 
similar function for the second particle. By using the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem (III-1-8) we have: 
I 
(!C) I . I • I . I f 
<« j I jl ; J M XQ. J I J ~ ; J M> = ( -1 ):1-M (
7) )<:' ;r') 
-M \X 1'1 
I • • II (I<) II I • I • f 
X (o( J I J .t i J X ol. J I J .t i J > • 
tl<) 
This follows from (III-1-10) because X~ 
(III-1-12) 
is defined as a 
tensor product of two irreducible tensor operators, each 





= L (-) ( 2K 
g,~f. 
Equation (III-1-12) then becomes: 





- j,-j.z+ , ... , 
j, j-2. i J M > = L (-) ( 2J 
({.I,) 
and use the Wigner-Eckart theorem individually for T 
Z• 
((< .. ) 
and U~.:t we have: 
j~ :r) I I j; J) (~.' c· ( J I c· 1c. K \ k j) \:: )"\'\. m1. -M )'t'lj -M 1 ~. "' -a) lr m' ~~ I 
x<"'j~ll rf1<~l II jl a.''> <o!' j~\ dk.,lllo(. jl > • (III-1-14) 
When both sides are multiplied by ::1-M(:f (-) 
-M 
and summed over M, M, Q, the left side, by the 
orthogonality property of 3j symbols (8), gives: 
< · ·• Jllx(l<JI!'·' ·' J 1 > = ((2J 1 + 1J(2J + 1)(2K + l.)J~ o(J1 J~ i o(]l Jz i 
' J J\ J.L 




The scalar product of two irreducible vector 
tkJ d . ..lk) . d f . ~ operators T an U' 1s e 1nea as: 
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Expressed in terms of the tensor operator product 
· this is: 
, I.K> 1< ,, [ (i<J u'*-J] oo ( Tti<J • U · ) = (-) ( 2k + l ) /_z T X '-
Its matrix elements are obtained by using (III-l-12) 
and (III-l-15): 
. . I Lll.l d<J I I • / • I I I <o{ J I ]2. ; J M T u o( J I J~ ; J M > = 
L I ])i ( J" 





(~ ~') = l )~ 8(J I ) 8 ( M M1 ) ( -l ) ~-M/ { 2J + Because J and 
-M 0 
t j' • n ' t ~ '. 
. 
~J 
JZ jf-~oj.z+;:r;-i( J.z 
• I 
J~ = (-) /[(2J + l ) ( 2*. + l ) l~ J• JL J• 
14. 'K 
(III-l-16) reduces to: 
I ( 4<) l~ I I I , I . <~j, j:, ;J M T ,.U "''j, j:~ ;J M> 
(III-l-17) 
From classical physics we know the Coulomb interaction 
23 
between two electrons can be expressed as 
If we define a "C tensor" having components 
c; = (41T/2~ + 1)~ Y;(9~) then: 
;c. {< -t-1 1< k 
= L r < /r > C ( 1 ) · C ( 2) (III-1-17') 
~ 
In order to calculate the matrix elements of 1/r~ , 
we can use (III-1-17) to easily calculate the matrix 
£( K 
elements of C(l)·C{2): 





ti<..J II I, I I II (_ kJ 'J I c (1) o< j, ><o<'j:z c (2)j cJ. j~>. 
· (III-1-18) 
1c 




' I ~ (j 1c: jl) . 
= (-/ l(2j + 1)(2j + 1)] () 0 0 (III-1-19) 
·The 3-j symbol here is zero unless Q. + k + Q. 1 is even. 
The calculation of matrix elements of A(l)·A(2) is .... __, 
tl<.) CkJ 
similar to that of C (l)·C (2) because the Runge-Lenz 
vector is a tensor of rank k = 1, hence: 
I 
Cl J (I) r 1 I 1 I I 
<ot j I j.2. ; J M A (1 ) • A ( 2 ) ol. j I j 2. ; J M > 
j(+J2.-tJ{j, J; 
= (-) 'I 
J~ j I 
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X b ( J J
1
) s U•IM1) ~,,<d. j ,,, A (l) II o{'' j I > < c{'' j ~ jl, A ( 2) II c( 1 j~ >. 
"" 
1 (III-l-20) 
It is known that (9): 
<n,j~~''/jn,j + 1>·= ·-[(n- j- l)(n + j + l)(j + l)J-!t, 
(III-l-2la) 
< n j / j Act) jj n j > = 0 ' (III-l-2lb) 
<n l. + 1//~11 // n j > = [ ( n - j ) ( n + j ) j ]~ (III-l-2lc) 
These results differ from the results of Biedenharn 
-~ by a factor-( 2j + 3) 2 in ( III-l-2lc) and a factor 
·~ -(2j - 1) z in (III-l-2la) because them-dependent part is 
expressed as a W-E coefficient by Biedenharn and it is 
expressed as a 3·-j symbol here. 
(3) Coupling of three angular momenta 
We have set forth the coupling of two angular 
momenta j, and j 4 to give a resultant j = j + j~. There - ~ - ,....,., ..-
is a unitary transformation from the representation in 
. ~ .4 • 2 which ], 1 jf} and ].,4 I j.<..} are 
N .... 
diagonal to the representation 
in which ·4 j} and 
,...z • 1. 
J I ]I I J~ ..... - -v are diagonal. 
The elements of this unitary transformation are 




j...z j m>: 
l·r j
1 




C-G coefficients are closely related to the 3-j symbol of 
Wigner which is defined by: 
(III-1-23) 
we now consider the addition of three angular momenta J, 14 
j~ to form the total angular momentum j = j + j~+ j~ and 
N ,...,.., _., i!'V 
we shall study the coefficients of the unitary 
transformations connecting different coupling schemes for 
three angular momenta. · The necessity for this 
generalization arises from the fact that this simple type 
of coupling occurs in almost every problem of interest to 
us here. The unitary transformations referred to 
represent a recoupling since they connect different ways 
of forming the resultant from the three angular momenta. 
For three angular momenta there are several sets of 
commuting operators which may be diagonalized 
simultaneously. Each set contains six operators, as may 
be seen from the uncoupled representation, in which 1~~1~ 
~;, j
1
}, j..ar j 1} are diagonal. If a representation is desired 
in which the square and z-component of the total angular 
momentum are diagonal, this can be obtained by 
compounding any two of the angul.ar momenta into an 
intermediate angular momentum, and then compounding this 
intermediate angular momentum with the third member of 
the original set. Thus the six operators which may be 
diagona 1 i zed are 2:, ~: 1 ~; , j ;~ 1 ].l , j; . There are three 
such representations, since j can be either j, + j~, 
N - ~ 
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j 1 + ~ ~ or j J. + j ~. Let us consider the connection 
between the first two representations characterized by 
the intermediate angular momenta. These two 
representations are related by a unitary transformation, 
the elements of which we write as: 
Then lj, (j;_j; )j.Ja ;JM> =~f(j, j..l )jl-< ,j, ;JM> 
Jt:z. 
By using the rules for coupling two angular momenta 
(III-l-4), the two types of eigenfunction in (III-l-24) 
can easily be written as: 
[j/j~ j~ ) Jz-i ;JM> = 2.! j, m, >I j" j3 j..ym,.3><jl m, j..~.-tm~~~j, t:3;JM> ::> 
lt'\tM""' 
= :2.1 j, m, > 1 j~ m2 > r j, m~ > < j..z. m.2 j ~ m~l j.:: j:l ~, m.1? < j 1 
l'h I I'll l' l"t;! 
Wl.z~ 
m, j..~.~m.J~j, j2~; JM> , 
(III-l-25) 
j3 ;JM> =Lb, jJ j 1a. m1.4 >[ j:l m 3 ><j,~m~j~ 
l'>1,~ ... , 
=2lj, m 1 >~.2m2 1j 3 m,-><j,m, j 2 m.J.jj, j~j 1~m,~><j 1 ~ m, ... 
)')11.1. m~ 
m:5/ j,_,_j 3 ;JM> 
j~ m 3 /.j,~_j1 ; JM> • 
(III-l-26) 
Substitution of (III-l-25) and (III-l-26) into 
(III-l-24) gives: 
.2. <j..tm.._j:1m},j.l j~ j~~m 2~><j, m1 j_,~m.l_,lj 1 j_.,~;JM>I j, m, >[ tm.2>l j-3 m:~> 
h-1, ,..~ Y"'J 
WI).~ 
= L < ( j' j~) j,.zj3 ;JMI j, ( j..t ja ) j.J3;JM><j, m, j_., m.zjj, j.z j IJ- mt.l. > 
m, M;t nl:J 
IY"I,). J I :t 
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(III-1-27) 
We take the scalar product of both sides of (III-1-27} 
with I j, fL' > j j.z,u.> J j ~.)A.;> and obtain: 
=~<(j, j..2 )j,~j.:l ;JMij 1 (j_. j~ )j.)~;JM><j, m, j~m,~---.n,, j 1 j~j,.._m,~ 
1""1! ,.,., ... 
J,,z. 
(III-1-28) 
=L<(j, j.% )jp. j~;JMJj, (j.l.j3 )j .. ? ;JM><j,;-t, j .. p~jj, j.2 j,~ M-/LlJ> 
Jl..l.. 
(III-1-29) 
The symbols ~ can be eliminated by replacing ;U1 + Jl;. + J-l.-; 
by M. We can, from Edmonds book, equation (5.3.2), show 
that the transformation coefficients are independent of 
M, so we can drop the argument M in the transformation 
coefficient. This gives: 
(III-1-30) 
Multiplication ( III-1-30) BY <J, p 1 J;. ;ttzj j, J~: j y,+)lz> 
and summation over ).lz keeping ;t.z-pt-<J fixed, and use of the 
28 
orthogon·ality of the C-G coefficients gives: 
;1 <jJ)'I~ j~~~~ I j2 j~ j:.~;.0.;A><jt}{,j~~.l J j, j~~JM><j,""'' j..! A-v/"j, j~j,.2/I,-<:P.> 
= <(j, j~ )j,.l j3,Jjj, (tj3 lt~, ;J><j,~ >t,yzj7~1fj.~ j,JH>. 
(III-l-31) 
Similarly multiplication by <js.:..A-1•-~';ul j,;-t3 [j 1 ~ j~j M>, 
summation over ~:3 keeping /~ 1 +)-(z ... ~~ fixed and replacing j 
by J gives: 
< ( j I j .z. ) j I~ j 3 i J I j t ( j ~ j 3 ) j .2 ~ ; J > = 2 < j ... ~ 2 j j ~:31 j.l j~ j .z 3 ~.l -')If 
~·~~ 
x<j 1 ;Ur j ::z~ JA.l-+.Pflj, j,_~ JM><j, )l1 j1 f/.t I j, j~ j 1-l }41tf{;> 
x<j,2 ;t,tjl.ij}~~j,,. j~J M> • (III-l-31') 
The elements of the unitary matrix are, within a 
multiplicative factor, the Racah coefficients W which are 
defined by the following relation: 
l 
~ 
<(j, j.2 )j,.2j3J j,(j.2 j5)j.4~J> =[(2j,.l.+l)(2j~+J)]w(j, j~J j, ;j,~j,~) • 
(III-l-32) 
Racah coefficients are closely related to the 6-j symbol 
of Wigner. The relation is given by: 
j,-tJ.:. +j~ -t-J 
:;: (-) W(j, j..tJ j
3
),.z. j.z3) • 
(III-1-33) 





It is sometimes us ul to consider the changing of 
the coupling together with a change in the order of the 
vectors. Proceeding as before yields: 
{III-l-35) 
(4) Coulomb interaction in Russell Saunders terms for 
three electrons 
{a} Recoupling coefficients where the electrons are not 
equivalent 
The case in which all three electrons are not 
equivalent is considered here. By repeated application 
of the coupling procedure (see (III-l-22) and 
(III-l-23} }, the L S M wave function for three electron 
systems with a specifi coupling order is found to be 
(ll} (12): 
x [ ( 2 S + l ) ( 2 L + l ) ( 2 SIll.~ + l ) ( 2 L~b + l ) /N t.~. b ] ~ 
30 
( IIL- 1- 36) 
Here N = l if a = b, and N = 2 if a = b and 
q)(a,b,c,l,2,3) is a Slater determinant. The matrix 
elements for Coulomb interaction in the general case 
) (ab)c will now be found as: 
I 1 1 I 
( ab) Le~.j, S A.b , c; S L> 
I I I I 
= <S M5 L M S MsL M > 
+ <S Ms L M / 
I I I I 
S MsL M> 
Letting\ S M5 L M >stand for I (ab)L~Sa..l,,c;S L> for 
pithiness, then by (III-l-17') 
2. I ~ «. + \ (-it.) ( 14 I I I 
e < S M s L M L ( r c I r> ) C ( l ) • C ( 2 ) S M5 L M > k . 
z I «. 4<. + I ( ~) (fc.) I I I I I 
e < s M5 L M L ( r < I r > ) c ( l ) • c ( 3 ) s M$ L M > 
~ 
(III-l-37) 
By using the orthogonality relation of the C-G 
coefficients and the orthogonality of the 
31 
wavefunction j L: m c l /2 msc. >, the first term on 
(III-l-37) 's right side gives: 
.<.. I k. -k I . ( 1<.) ( f<J I I I I 
e <SH 5 ,LM ~(r~/r,. t )C (l)·C (2) SMi,LM> = 
(" I (" I (" I (:" I .l 
xo(L L ) o (MsMs)o(MsMs)o(S S )e 
) J 
In order to evaluate the second and third terms of 
( III-l-37), it is necessary to recouple the state / (ab)c> 
in such a way that the quantum labels a, b, c are 
associated with coordinate labels l, 2, 3 respectively. 
The two electrons that are coupled first are indicated by 
the arguments of the spherical tensor operators forming 
the scalar products. Taking the second term in 
(III-1-37) and recoupling the state/ (ab)c> by (III-1-35) 
to give l(ac)b> and using the orthogonality relation one 
has: 
.),.. I ~ 1< k +I ct(J ( ~0 I I I I I \ ' , {( ' ,..(M 1'1 ') 
e <SMs,LM ;r</r> C (l)•C. (2) S M5 L M> =a(LL!Jo(5S) MM)d s ·s 
xe2 [(2LC\.b + 1)(2L1"-b + 1)(2So..b + 1)(2s:b+ 1)]~(-t)f-ao+.l..~b-t..LS+J 
X 
I ' 
(' I I l~ /..c.~•!..etr:t.2.S-I 




We can ~lso see that (2S + l)(2S- l) is even for a 
three electron system. The third term on the right side 
of (III-l-37) is evaluated i~ the same way by using 
(III-l-34) to recouple the state I (ab)c> to yield 
j (a (be)>: 
"-
e <SM 5 ,L I - n u + 1 c_1<J ckJ I' , ' 1 , <::- r- \" , M -t(r</r.:. )C (2)•C (3) SM 5 ,L M > = 'S(t.L)o(SS')o(MsM;)a(M/"1) 
X~ ll((2Lb(. + 
Lb~ J. 'bJ:. 
5 i:>e S'uc 
X "' 




I I ]~ J..A.&·tl.~b 
1 ) ( 2 L "'-o + 1 ) ( 2 s ~ :, + 1 ) · ( 2 s ""-b + 1 ) ( -1) X 
(III-l-39) 
The elements of the energy matrix for other 
configurations, for exampl~ ~~c>, can be deduced from 
the previous results for the general three electron 
configuration j(ab)c>, which can be verified by changing 
all b's to a's. Then by using the recoupling procedure, 
we can reduce the calculations for three electrons to 
those for two electrons. 
(b) Equivalent electron orb~tals; Coefficients of 
fractional parentage 
If we couple two equivalent electrons with the usual 
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vector coupling formulas we obtain anti-symmetric or 
symmetric genfunctions according to whether S + L is 
even or odd (10). The eigenfunctions of states with 
S + L even are therefore the normalized eigenfunctions of 
/)~ 
allowed states of ~ If we add, in the same way, to the 
nl a " allowed states of ~ third ~electron, the 
eigenfunctions obtained are in general anti-symmetric 
only with respect to the first two electrons, but not 
with respect to the third. Therefore, ~.Q~(s' L, ) SL> is 
not an exchange anti-symmetric eigenfunction of ! 1 • We 
can see this from the transformation: 
! ~·(s' L)£sL> = z ~,Q1(s''i.' ),SL><Q,e£u3':L'),sLI e.2 (SL).Q.. ,sL>, 
S''L!' 
(III-1-40) 
where the transformation coefficients are given by 
(III-1-34). In (III-1-34), S + L can be even and odd. 
Therefore we obtain in general, in the sum (III-1-34), 
allowed and forbidden values of S L and therefore 
It\ s' L ) t SL> is not antisymmetric with respect to the 
second and third electrons. 
The wave function for three equivalent orbitals can 
be written as a linear combination of the states 
~ I I 
~(S L)~,SL>,i.e. as: 
i';sL> = :2:. ~\s' L1 dl.;SL><11.(s' L) ;sLJI e,sL> • 
S'L' ( III-1-41) 
Application of (III-l-34) gives: 
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I P. i ; s L> = L. I .Q ' e ,e ( s'' L ) s L> 
S''J:.' 
n n " ,, I n .z ' ' ll n 1 , ' I( Q3 x <t.,i.z(S L )S L ll.. (S L ),lL;S L><IL. (S L )Q,s LU ;S L>, 
(III-l-42) 
IJ.Z I , I I ! 
where < .x. (S L)~S~Q;SL>, called the coefficients of 
fractional parentage sa~isfy the equation system (5): 
~ n u , ' I n ~ ' ' £ ' ' IJ n 3 L.<e,Q.x.(S L );SL ~(S L )~;SL><.Q. (S L) SL ~;SL> = 0. 
S'~ 
(III-l-43) 
when S + L is odd. Then, the·coefficients of 
] Q , Q .Q ( s" L,, ) SL> vanish for every forbidden value of 
,, ,, J, ,, I l 
S L (S +Lis odd). Since Q ,SL>, in (III-l-41), 
satisfies the condition (III-l-43), it is a function 
anti-symmetric with respect to the electrons l and 2 and 
also with respect to the electrons 2 and 3; hence it lS 
anti-symmetric with respect to all three electrons. The 
condition (III-l-43) is necessary and sufficient for the 
determination of the coefficients of fractional parentage 
3 
of the terms of i . The fractional parentage of the terms 
3 ~ 
of p and d calculated with this method are given in 
(5c) and table 3. Some useful properties of the 
coefficients of fractional parentage are: 
(III-l-44) 
..,., 
< o.."' SL~l"''' ol., 1 SL
1
; isL> = <i(c('s' L) ,f... s L/J Q~ ol. s L>. 
(III-l-44') 





By using the coefficients of fractional parentage we can 
calculate the matrix element of the scalar operator 
G =.L g,;• for .Q 3 configurations. The following results .t-u J 
were derived by Racah (Sc): 
< Q~ ; SL I G I.Q:~ i SL> = 3 L < y_~ « SL i/ Q ( oc'l s I L I ) , ~" ( S.: L~ ) , SL> 
s ... L.~. 




< 2.?c< sLI G Jl(a! s' L. J Q '; SL> = 2!3 J_ < lo<sL fiQ (o', s, L, J !1. 1 ( s ... L~ J ,SL> 
. ~~ t.~ 
() l ' ' ; I I ' I I S L /..a I I I , 
x< 1.. (c< S L ),tSL Q, Q.Q.(Sl L.1. )SL><£,.~· S.:1L..t g ... J .Q.i ~· s;Lz.> 
(III-l-48) 
~ {l~ ll II .1. I I ~ I I;,.. I I ..tt:... <;:."' SL l .x..(ot, S 1 L, ) , ~ ( S.,~. L.;a ) SL>< e_ S.~, L..: Q. s.~. L.._> • 
s/ t..i 
(III-l-49) 
2. Calculation of configuration mixing within the 
3s-3p-3d shell 
(l) Matrix elements of Coulomb interaction and A·A~ 
""'' ....; 
within the 3s-3p-3d shell for two electrons 
We know from section 1(4) that we can reduce the 
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calculations for three electrons to those for two 
electrons. It is necessary to consider the matrix 
elements for two electrons in detail. We consider first 
a system of two electrons in S L coupling. The 
antisymmetric wave function of two electrons with quantum 
numbers · 9.a... and £b is: 
j{QaQbj s M~L M > = ( l;J2q:!~a(l)Qb(2)SM5 LM >-IQa.C·9~bC.•)5MsL..HJ..>] 
(III-2-1) 
The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the individual electrons 
(the curly brackets are used to denote an antisymmetric 
combination. J In the second term, the coordinates are 
mixed. To align the coordinates properly we should 
exchange the quantum labels a and b because the wave 
function in S L coupling is obtained by coupling the 
angular and spin parts of the one electron spin orbitals 
independtly. To exchange the quantum labels a and b 
corresponds to interchanging two columns of two 
3j-symbol s and introduces a phase factor (- J1 ot + .P..b -/... 
(-)~t.!:1-ia). Thus equation (III-2-1) can be written as: 
tr~..._QdSMsLM > = l/J2(!Jo...(l)io(2)SMsLM > + (-/"'--tR.o-+J..+~ 
X \tdl) .Qb(2)SMs,:Llvl~..>] • (III-2-2) 
If Q~= ~~ the electrons are equivalent. Equation 
(III-2-2) reduces to: 
This will vanish if s + L is odd, and hence only 
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functions where S + L is even correspond to physical 
states. The normalization factor N is then equal to 1/2 
and the antisymmetric function becomes: 
S + L even .. 
(III-2-3) 
We can now use the wave function (III-2-3) to obtain 
the Coulomb interaction for a state of two equivalent 
electrons in LS-coupling. Using the formula (III-1-18) 
gives: 
< !fl s ~ 1/r,.\U'J s'L > = ~ F~{O.) {-lt.. {; 
x< Q.[[ c~jjQ ><~II c~jl[ >S(LL')b(ss') . 
(III-2-4) 
Because C {1) and c (2) act only on the space 
coordinates, the spin part can be separated to give: 
(III-2-5) 
For the general case the Coulomb interaction for a 
state of two nonequivalent electrons becomes: 
There are two direct terms and two exchange terms. 
Since the two-electron interaction is symmetric with 
38 
respect to an interchange of the coordinates of two 
electrons we have: 
<{ ~~ Qlo} sLI r;~ !Uti(} s' r.'> = < t). ( 1) .eo ( 2) sLI r~~ lie (l) _o.._ ( 2) s' L> 
- < Q o. ( l ) Q b ( 2 ) S L I i,~ I ft.c ( 2 ) £c{ ( l ) S ' L) 
= < ~ll.(l) f.b(2)S L{r;~!Jc: (l) i.d.(2)S,L> + (-/r:tj_rt-ri!+-S/ 
(III-2-6) 
Using (III-l-lS),(III-2-6) becomes: 
(III-2-7) 
If Q.._ = Qto= i. then L + S is even and: 
<{Q 2.} SLI r~ \Jc l~ SL> = ( 1/ /2) <~( l) Q.'( 2 )SLI r,~ It!. ( l) Qd..( 2 )81 L> 
fc.t~cltl--tS . I -1 I I I + (-) <1(l).Q.(2)SL r,~ Ql((l) Q.t"(2)S L> 
Q +£a-fL-r5 J Q !( 1-J jf [! .J<.. jj t< 
(-)c: tf, !J.a. -1( <~l!ck(l) 1 2~ ><i c (2) P.c> F 
If L + S is even then: 
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(III-2-8) 
Similarly, we have: 
< {QQJ sLjr~jp.'~'} s L> = <t(lJf(2JsLjr,'lli'(lJ{(2Js'i> 
= L(-)Qd.'t~ J £' ;, l.} < ~jfck(l Jjj,(><tllc'k(2)1lQ.'> F k • 
1< l t X. 1< 
(III-2-9) 
We can use ( III-2-4), ( III-2-7), ( III-2-8) and ( III-2-9) 
to calculate the matrix elements for two electrons. We 
have worked out all the matrix elements for the Coulomb 
interaction and for A•A 1 • ,..., - (A is the Runge-Lenz vector.) "' 
These are given in table 1 and table 2. 
(2) Recoupling coefficients within 3s-3p-3d shell for 
three electrons. 
By using the recoupling procedure, we can reduce the 
c~lculations for three electrons to two electron 
calculations. It is necessary to work out ~11 the 
recoupling coefficients within the 3s-3p-3d shell for 
three electrons. These are given in table 3. We also 
give the coefficients of fractional parentage for p~ and 
d
3 
in table 4 and 5. 
(3) Matrix elements of Coulomb interaction and 




In order to compare approximate and exact 
configuration mixing we have to calculate the matrix 
elements of both tJ.k~ .LJ - A;.· AJ) and l/r 1a,. We can 
rewrite the approximate constant of the motion for 
N-electrons c- = L(A·- A·/"'+ (L·- L· t' as follows: 
1 ,_~ -J "-" -:J 
~~· 
'' 
C ._J - ( A · - A · t + ( L · + L · t = {_A:.. )l + (_AJ· ) '" + ( L..: ) :a. + ( _b,J· )., 
l - ,.... ) ,.. ""') -- .. -
+ 2 ( L;·L.I- A.· A; ) • 
.,.., ""; "'"" ,., ..1 
By using the identity 




- A··A·) . 
"" 4 ....... :_; 
(III-2-11) 
.. 
Thus - "") 2 "' = 2. C = 2 ( n - 1) N ( N - 1) /2 + 2 .L.( L..; · Lj - A:... • Aj ) . 
i~ ~~ 
(III-2-1'2) 
As n and N are fixed,if CA is a approximate constant of 
motion then it follows that Sl= 2(L.·L.- A.;:A;·) is an 
I -" "") ,.. ... .. ~ -
approximate constant of motion. Then C2 can be replaced 
by n for convenience. 
(a) Matrix elements of 
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2 - ~ -
Using L = ;;:: ( gj) + 2. J.:.!j gives 
J -i:!.J 
< £~s,~.,£:;s-,~.;s~ .L 1.e:~.·t,i;~£~S
1 L> =t(L,(L, + 1 J - Ne< e.+ ll] /2 
-(L}L2 + l) -1<.((.f+ ll]/2} fs,S,
1dL 1 L:[s.2S~dL.:~L; 
,.; « I "" ~ l "' k. + <Q.>l s L ifi,.;.~oLz. i SL ~ :2 g.-· ! 1• ff. ·~·L' ~.J'•'t' i SL> · 
1 I I • I . .J Q/1 I ,, I '7. .... ... 
~: J ::.V+I (III-2-13) 
By using (III-l-17) the last matrix element equates to 
By using the formula (8) , 
the last matrix element of (III-2-13) equates to 
By using the formula for the 6-j symbol (8) we find this 
becomes: 
(:1)L4b.-+L -+J., -+L~ f L-+ 1 .:Z [ )..2. (Lz o~.l) + L, (L,-+ I)- L { 1.. -r I)] 
( .l /.... 1 ( J.L, + f ) (~ L 1 + ~ ) .2 J.. .a ( .Z /..z -+ I) ( 2. /...z. ; .Z } J ~ 
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Finally we have: 
x [ L ( L + l ) - N e ( 1_ + l ) - K f ( J. + l ll/ 2 . 
(III-2-14) 
Since <~~~!IIi> = ~lf.U Q + l) ( 2 Q + l) Q]~ there can be no 
off-diagonal matrix elements oft. In general the matrix 
elements of 2_9,. P. • in any configuration Of Nn electrons 
"" """) ~ 
are: 
.\<j 
l/2[L(L + 1) -JNef(Q+ 1)1 
Q. 
(b) Matrix elements of L_ A.·A. and Coulomb interaction 
..... J 
""J 
The calculation of~ A.::A.;and .'i.e.,_/r.-.;' are similar. 
"<:J' .. ~ 
There are 299 matrix elements in each case within the 
3s-3p-3d shell for three electrons, but only twelve 
different types. We will give an example for each type. 
Making use of the recoupling technique and the results in 
table 1,2,3,4,5 we obtain: 
3 I - l< !Ill 1 • < f ; S L .~ i -'j ~ ; S L > 
"<,} r« 




is Ll _1.) ~·I ,t 
1\(J 
k 
L > = 3 L <p1 ;SL~p(SI Ll )p1. (Sl. L'L) ;SL>~ 
s1 J.~ 
1c. 
X < p .2. ; s 1 L tl g ~~ I p l ; s .& L I. > • 
12. 
~ S L > 
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~ I I I 1... I I ~ S .. i+p-+}5.·~-L 
<p ;SL ):g·~. d (SL)p;SL> = <p3 ;SLjig":lpd (SL) ;SL>(-) ··-r 
... ""' ' I "'-1 ' f "-"J <) .\.< j J • 
~ . ~ 
ET- ~ ~ J. ...4 I /. I .l. 'S +L 10+-)i-t..-S =-1-'L<P ;SL p p (q:S,l;SL><p (~Jx) g1< d (~L1 )>(-) 1 'I 2 <;; , r s /.. o 1., -• a s, s .. 
• .I . 
f<.. 
=.J3 '[.<p~ i SL~ p.l. (~I._,_) , p; SL> <p U?L,) I gk ,d~ ( ~L) > J"'.s, S'.r. S' 1.., '-z 
s' l., f< 
r:::: 3 d~ ~ lltl ~ =,.; _j <p ;SL~p (S, L,) ,p;SL><p 8 1 L 1 g d S1 L 1 > 
3 • < ~ ~ ; s L I ~ g.~ 111. J....' ; s L > 
;,_~· u 
1< 
<d:? ;SL,:ig~.~ d~(S, L, )s;SL> =J32_<d~;sLijd,d.~,(S~L..z.);SL> 
_;,<j 'J . . S.., L.._ 
~ 
xf2 2<(dd)S 1 L1 s;SL ld(ds)~.). ;SL><d S;.L.z./ g~~ dso->...> 
~~K I 
11~ l o::- k ~~ '' n 4. < .X. ; SL £._ g.. U. K.. ) s I L, ; SL> 
.:. <.;' 'U 
1<. 
3 I - /( I 3 l- 1<: I s + X. t f +~- .s, -L <p ;SLj~.g;.. d(sp)SL;SL> = <p ;SL1g,, d(ps)SL;S L >(-) 
-i~ ;:) I I , ~ CJ I I . 
!~ 
I 
k I v s /.. c;t-r~+S·+L..,-S-L 




d;SL>(-)S~)ftf+/z~ ,- '(-) 
,\,J-':.J 
1< 
.!f-s-Lr:::- 1 11 ~ 
= (-) "'3 2_<p ;SL~p,p (S.4.L<.);SL> 
S,d.J. 
x l < ( ps) s, L1 d; SL j p, ( sd )O'A; SL> <p~ s.l. L.:rj g,~ j sd"'";...> 
0'-A. k 
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X< PJ. s L I g '~ Is d > ( - ) J:f - 5 - L -+ s 1. -t ~-~ -+ s -+ !,... - Yz - p 
~ ..< Jl. J">. 
= - j3 I <rf ; SLi.! p ~ ( S.z. L.k) , p; SL> < ( ps) S, L, d; SL/ p ( sd) u-;..; SL> 
l7"":Jo.1<, 
sl. t. ... 
.l. I {< I x<p S L g,:~. sd ,-,.,,> 
<d2.(S 1 L,) ,p;SL,lg~.j d~ (S..l L-t)p;SL> = ~ <l(s.~)Jg~i / dz SA-L,? 
A.<j ~ "" (,/ 
k 
+ 2 2. < ( dd) s, L, p; SLI g,~ I ( dd) 84 L.l. I p; SL> 
1:. "J 
= 2 2<(dd)S, L, p;SLld.(dp)D".A ;SL;·<d(dp)&~;SLI (dd)S~ L-4,p;SL> 
1<. 6';>.. 
rr-· )..' 
6. <A ,x_;S L.Zg .. .(_ 
. A J;J. ~ I ~(.,, z. 
,;,<_~' J 






)s;sLj !-.g~.j pJ. (82 Lz) ,s;SL> 
A~ J 
1c 
= 2 <d.l. ;S, L 11 g~ lp.l. S..l L_,> 
1< 
7 • < 1 :z l' ; s L 12. g ~- I f.. , t ~ ; s L > 
. ;.~· 'J 
1<. 
<d (S 1 L 1 ),s;SL L g,. d,p (S.J.Lz);SL> 
.L ,,...., ~, -4 
.'k. 'Y 
"'J 




dp ( S.z. LA.) ; SL> 
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= 2 L<(dd)S, L, ,s;SLt[d,(ds)o--;..iSL><p~S.~.L~f g;~l ds"'_,_> 
o-). t-. 
fll. n' /' k 1":1. ,,,, 8. < ,~,, , ;t..; SL -;t- g_.:. -' , J... ; SL> 
"':J "J . 
<p .z. ( s, L, ) , d; sLI2: g:.1 p .~. sl L4 , s ; SL> = 
~",)· ~ 
f.. 
::= 2<(pp)S 1 L1 ,d;SLI2. g~.~ (pp)s..~. L-' ,s;SL> A.~' () 
r~ 
= 2 L<(pp)S 1 L 1 ,d;sL/Jp, (pd)a->-.;SL><pdo-"'/g,; / ps.,.:_x >. 
1< 1Tt7'"' 
).~ 
x<p,(ps)o{.{;S L / (pp)S~L~,s;SL> 
l. I I « I z. 9 • < Q. , ~ ; SL ~ .g "J. • J... , !2.1 ; SL> 
.A-<-J 
* 
<d:z. ( s, L, ) , s; sLj2. g:.j d, s.J. s~L~; SL> = 
... ~ i) 
1c. 
J2<(dd)S,L, ,s;sLj1 g~<.j d,s.z SJ.L~ ;SL> 
-'.<J J 
~ 
= J2l<(dd)S, L, ,s;sLljd,(ds)~A;SL><ds~->-/g~{ 
'((. 0'" )\ 
~ 
s S..z.L:l.> 
+ J2 2 < ( ds )a-'J, s; SL!/d, s~ s-' L.:~,; SL><d~ s, L,/ g~ ) ds~.>." > 
tr'.J-.' 
. 1< 
l 0 • < 1 ( Q I .Q..'' ) ; s L I ?- 'g'~ ·I f' ' Q. :t; s L> 
t~ ~ 
1< 
<d(sp)S1 L1 ;SLf.:2.. g~.~ p,d:2:(S.zL.l) ;SL> 
"'<J J 
1< 
= <d(sp)S, L, 
1 
~~ 1 .J Sz tL.:.-+ p:r)i- 5 -L 
; SL ! g .. d ( SJ L.z. ) , p; SL> (- ) 
-i. ~· 'V 
k 
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f II I :% £.' ( S.z L 2 ); SL> 
<d(sp)S,L, ;SL/:Z:g·.~~ p,s-<-(S~L:.);SL> = 
• I ~I "-'U v 
{<: 
l 
.{( I .t s., + J.. • 1 f + }.f - s - J.. 
<d(sp)S, L, ;SL ~.gi;. s (S.z:L~) ,p;SL>(-) 
"'"J 
i<. 




x<(sp)S 1 L1 ,d;SL ls, (pd) 01 " 1 ;SL><pdo;..\1 ,g 1~ j sp~;-..'> 
12. <t(.e .R.:' >s 1 :s Ll~.g~~ 1 ec t 'r'>s.l.L;j! ;s L> 
.... ~ J 
<d(sp)S1 L1; sLI!~!jld(sp)S:~.L2 ;SL> = 
"'<;) 
<spS 1 1 1 1 g~ jspS.z~.L> + i<d(sp)S, L1 ;SL,(ds)o-;A,,p;SL> 
rs-:, A I 
k. o-.l.A~ 
. x<(ds)~A:{p;SL ld, (sp)SJL-<- ;SL><dso-r.r.~g,:l ds ~>..£' 
2.- I s, +i, -rv<.;- ).f -s -L.-d.l.'f·Le td+Jj-S-L + < ( sp} s 1 L 1 , d; SL s ( pd) o-::"' ; SL> (-) 
(jj .>..; ~ j 
IS".qJ-.4. 
x< s, ( pd) "4 >-<t-; SL I ( sp) S.z. L.2, d; SL> <pd "i "I/g}~ / pd <t-4A.,.> 
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(4) Results 
Table 1: Matrix elements 
for s.,·~, in the 3s-3p-3d shell 
(A) < 2
1 
s L l ~' . ~.&It'~ s L > 
( 3) <da 'ol ~·· ~~- 1 pt 'o> = -fiT/3 
( 4) <p~ 'sl ~··~"I sL 's>· = -8513 
( B ) < l s L I A, • A1. I L' [' s L > 
( 1) <p~ 'oj ~.·~.to sd 'o> = 416/3 
(c) < 1
1 
t s L I A,. A.,_ I { f' s L > 
( 5 ) I I I <pd P ~~ • !:7.1 ps P> 
( 8) <ps Jpl ~. • ~a.l ps ~P> = -8/3 
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( 9 ) <dp I p ll\ .. ~~ I dp I P> = 1/3 
( LO) <dp 3p I~~. !:l.l dp JP> = -1/3 
( 11 ) <dp 1 DI~· ~zjdp'o> = -1 
( 12) <dplDif-t· ~~~dpJD> = 1 
( 13 ) <dp 'FI~~ ~2 ~dp 1F> = 2 
( 1 4 ) <dp 'F I~~ . ~·I dp ~F> = -2 
( 15 ) <pd 1FI {\,· ~1.1 pd ~F> = <dp'Fj~,· ~z/ dp 1F> 
( 1 6 ) <dp 'FI ?:! 1 • ~z I pd 1F> = <dp IF I ~'. ~'l.l dp IF> 
( 17) <dp JFI ~~ • ka I pd 1F> = -<dp'F/~,· ~:I dp~F> 
Table 2: Matrix elements 
for Coulomb interaction in the 3s-3p-3d shell (18) 
2. I (( 1<1 2 (A> < ~ s, L, c . c r s, 1. > 
( 1 } 
·~ 1 
S ll/r1.t j 
J. IS> 0 <s s = R (3s3s;3s3s) = .066406 
<p
1 
's 11/r,z I z. 's> 0 ( 2 } p = R (3p3p;3p3p) 
.2. 
+ 2R (3p3p;3p3p)/5 = .086263 
, 
R (3p3p;3p3p) 
- R~(3p3p;Jp3p)/5 = .064670 
I I I 2. I' 0 (4) <pa. D l/r1.t p D> = R (3p3p;3p3p) 







+ 14R~ (3d3d;3d3d)/49 











+ 36R4 (3d3d;3d3d)/441 = .085683 
(7) <d; 1 Pj1/~2 ~d~ 3 D> = R~(3d3d;3d3d) 
+ 7R~ (3d3d;3d3d)/49 
- 84R 4 (3d3d;3d3d)/441 = .086892 
(8) <dJ.:fFI1/r1 .tld2.~F> = R~(3d3d;3d3d) 
- 8R~(3d3d;3d3d)/49 








+ 4R~ (3d3d;3d3d)/49 
+ R4 (3d3d;3d3d)/441 = .089821 
(B) < 2.z S L I C i<• C k I g_';, S L > 
(1) <p..z 's/1/r,:./s.a 
1
S> = -J3 R 1 (3p3p;3s3s)/3 = -.024432 
"'I 1.\' z. r= (2) <d s 1/r,-2. s S> = R (3d3d;3s3s)/;J5 = .010190 
.l I I I .~, ,...-:=I (3) <p S 1/r,.\ d S>= -2,o/15R (3p3p;3d3d)/15 
- 3Jl5R~ (3p3p;3d3d)/35 = -0.025634 
z. I I l .J. I I (4) <p P 1/~~ d P> =- 5R (3p3p;3d3d)/5 
+ 3 J5 R3 ( 3 p 3 p ; 3d 3d ) I 3 5 = - 0 . 0 1 0 6 7 5 
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( 5} <p-t 1DI11r, 21 d.J. 
1 D> = -J2iR' ( 3p3p; 3d3d) 115 
- 3)21R13p3p;3d3d}l245 = -0.01179 
c. < .e s L 1 c ~. c ~ I t r' s L > 
( 1 ) < d 2. 1 D 11 I r,-t / d s ' D > = -2J35R~(3d3d;3d3s)l35 = 0.008235 
( 2) <p~ 'DI11r,.~./ sd' D> = 2 .Ji5R
1
( 3p3p; 3d3s) 115 = 0.0186235 
( 3) <sz 
1 
S l11r,~! ds I D> = 0 
(4}<p .... 'Dj11r14lds 'o> = 0.018605 
D. <it's I ~ {< I ,, ... L C·C t!s L> 
( l} <pd 1 P l11r,~j ps 1P> = -)2R~(3p3d;3p3s)l5 
- J2R' (3p3d;3s3p)l3 = -0.024262 
(2}<pd ~P j11~~~~ ps~P> = -J2 R'\ 3 p 3d ; 3 p 3 s ) I 5 
+/2R( 3p3d; 3s3p l 13 = 0.009705 
(3)<ctp'PI 1lr,..l/ sp 
1 
P> = <pd 'pf 1lr 11.J ps 'P> 
= -0.024262 
( 4} <dp 3PJ 1lr.~l sp 3P> = <pd 3Pj11r Jps ?P> 
= 0.009705 
(5)<pd 'pi 1lr14 1 sp 1P> = <pd 'P, l11r,:r,/ ps 1 P> 
= -0.024262 
{ 6) <pd 'PI 1lr,4 ! sp :JP> = -<pd 3 P/11~~1ps 3P> 
= -0.009705 




+ R1 (3s3p;3p3s)/3 = 0.082899 
( 8) <sp "'P j· 1/r,z/sp P> 0 = R (3s3p;3s3p) 
I 
0.054687 - R (3s3p;3s3p)/3 = 
( 9) <ds' D j 1/r1~! <;ls 'D> 
0 
= R (3d3s;3d3s) 
.:1. 
+ R (3d3s;3s3d)/5 = 0.077691 
( 10) <ds -3D/ 1/r,1.,1ds 'o> 
0 
= R (3d3s;3d3s) 
~ 
- R (3d3s;3s3d)/5 = 0.068576 
<11l<pd'PJ 1/r,.:./ pd 1P> 0 = R (3p3d;3p3d) 
~ 
+ R(3p3d;3p3d)/5 
+ R1 (3p3d;3d3p)/15 
+ 9R~{3p3d;3d3p)/35 = 0.092621 
(12)<pd 3P/ 1/r r.c.l pd 3P> 
0 
= R (3p3d;3p3d) 
+ R~{3p3d;3p3d)/5 
- R1 (3p3d;3d3p)/15 
- 9R3 (3p3d;3d3p)/35 = 0.075694 
0 ~ R {3p3d;3p3d)- R (3p3d;3p3d)/5 
- R1 {3p3d;3d3p)/5 
+ 3R~(3p3d;3d3p)/35 = 0.064930 
0 . ~ = R (3p3d;3p3d)- R (3p3d;3p3d)/5 
+ R1 (3p3d;3d3p)/5 
- 3R 3 (3p3d;3d3p)/35= 0.074479 
( 15 )<pd 
1
F / 1/rq,jpd 1F> = 
0 ~ 
R (3p3d;3p3d)+ 2R (3p3d;3p3d)/35 
+ 2R 1 (3p3d;3d3p)/5 




F I 1/~~Jpd~F> = R 0 (3p3d;3p3d)+ 2Rz(3p3d;3p3d)/35 
I 
- 2R (3p3d;3d3p)/5 
- 3Ri (3p3d;3d3p)/245 
= 0.065029 
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Table 3: Recoupling coefficients 
within the 3s-3p-3d shell for three electrons 
<(dd)S, L, ,p;SLid(dp),_>.. ;SL> 


















































( 4 ) <(dd)S1 L, ,p;.JF,d(dp)O"'.>- ; .l..F> 
t5' A I 'P ~p 'o JD 'p 3p 
S, Lt 
-3)105 gJ35 -142 3.Ji4 :fiO j2fO 
' G -----
70 70 28 28 140 140 
I D 
-/35 Jlo5 jf4 -}42 -,Jffi 3J7o 
70 70 14 14 35 35 
-Jls -JS }6 fi 3)lo J3o 
:lp 
10 10 4 4 20 20 
( 5 ) <(dd)S 1 L, ,p;~G,d(dp).,....>- i ... G> 
'D aD lp :IF 
-fi 
'F 
-16 jlO [3o 
4 12 4 12 
,...-
Jlo -fl J2 -)30 
IG 






( 7) <(dd)Sl L, ,p; 4s/ d(dp)o-;... ; 1 s> 
1 
( 8 ) . ..,. I 'f < ( dd ) s I L I , p ; p d ( d p ) ()")... ; p > 
3p :3D 
-315 
10 6 15 
( 9) 
~p 'o ::1p 
~p 
3 -ffi 
10 10 5 
1 
5 5 5 
( 10) 4 I '1-. < ( dd ) S1 L 1 , p ; F d ( d p ) ~ ;-- ; F > 
3p -/5 
5 2 10 






.4 l; ... F/(dp)"'";.. 
..2. 
( 4 ) <dp ( S, L, Pi F> 
'D :;D 'p ;F 
- 1 -)3 J2 J6 
3p 

















( 8) ~ 4 I <dp (S,L, ); F (dp)~~ p; 1F> 













~ . ~ I ~ 
( 3 ) <d ( 81 L, ) s; D d ( ds ) o- >- ; D> I 







)s; .zG jd(ds)~~"'>- .2. ( 5 ) <d ( S, L, ; G> 
-··--·· 
. I 
'o ?D 0'" AI 




( 7 ) < d "' ( s I L I ) s ; 4 F I d ( d s ) 17" >- ; i-p > 





















( 2 ) 





( 1 ) ~ I ~ <d(sp)S, L.; P (ds)o.>-Pi P> 
'D 'o 






















( 4) 3 '1-r ~"" <d(sp) P; P (ds) Dp; P> = 1 
( 5 ) <d(sp) ~P;-tF j(ds) ~Dp; 4F> = 1 
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( 6 ) <d(sp)'P; 4D l(ds):3Dp;q.D> = -1 
<(sp)S 1 L 1d;SL ls(pd)""')l. ;SL> 
(l) ~ I J. <(sp)S, L,d; P s(pd)~)l.i P> 
























( 4 ) 
~ 4 l j 4 
<(sp) Pd; Pjs(pd) P; P> = 1 
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, -~- I i 4 (5) <(sp) Pd; D s(pd) D; D> = l 
( 6) < ( sp) 3Pd; fp j s ( pd) ;F; 4F> = l 
Table 4: Coefficients of fractional parentage for p~(5C) 
p3 Is lp I N D 
4s l 0 l 0 
.J. 18- )i . r. p 2 -3 - ( 5 f 
.2.0 -~ 2 :l 0 l -l 
Table 5: Coefficients of fractional parentage for ct'(5C) 
7 I ~p ' "F 
I 
d N OS .1. ~D ..t ~G 
~ 30-k oJP 0 7 ~ 15 - 8 )5. 0 
4p 
~ 
15 -~ 0 - ( 8 )~ 0 -7 ~ 0 
~D 
I 
60 -~ 4 - ( 3) -( 5 f -21):2 - ( 3) 
.z 
3D 140 -~ 0 - ( 7) 45~ 21~ - ( 5) 
.2 70 -~ 0 28):f -(lOf 7'-5 - ( 5) 3F 
4F 
~ 
5-~ 0 -l 0 2 0 
~G 
3 
42-~ 0 0 -(10)~ 21 ~ ll~ 
.2H 
~ 
2-~ 0 0 0 -l l 
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Table 6: Comparision of exact and approximate 
configulation mixing(l9) 
I. Matrix elements of~ l/r~J· (indicated in the first line 
.l..<-J 
of each box) and matrix elements of ,L(L:L.- A··A·) .. -"~J -:.4-J 
.. <J 
(indicated in second line of each box). The overlap 
betw~enthe eigenstates of these two operators is lined 
below each matrix. 







I dp I P > ps IP > 
<.. dp 'p 1 
.092621 -.024262 
-10/3 4.15/3 
( ps 'p I -.024262 .082899 
4Ts/3 -8'/3 
overlap: .999 
I ps IP > 
.075694 -.009705 
-8/3 4./5/3 




I d-t 'o > Ids 'o ) I P2. 'o > 
I .085683 I -.008235 -.011792 
<. d~ lo/ I JTI;J -3 i 0 
-.008235 .077691 .018605 
-l 
< ds 'o I i I 
I 0 0 -4..!6/3 
I 
< P1 'o I[ 
-.011792 .018605 .073307 
J21;3 -4 .I6;3 1 I 
I 
i 
overlap: . 971' . 971' .999 
jdA.'S)> I p...?. 's > 1 s 4 's > 
< d 2 's j .010749 
! 
-.025634 ! .010190 ' I 
I I I 
I 2 Jl5;3 I I -6 0 I j I 
i I -.025634 I .086263 -.024432 ! I ' 
2lli/3 
i 
-2 8!3/3 I ' 1 i I l I 
' I I -.010190 .024432 . 066406 1 . < sl.. 's I 
0 8.,/3/3 0 
over 1 ap : . 9 9 9 . 9 9 8 . . 9 9 8 
< 
< 
(2) Matrix elements for n = 3 N = 3: 
I d 2 3pp; +s 
d :2,. 3Pp +s I .235850 
-9 

















overlap: . 98 3 








-.012090 • 233970 
JlS/2 5/2 
overlap: . 99 8 
.239390 0 .00800 
-3 0 -)3 
< d~ 4p 
0 ~ il40 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
< d~ S4-F-l 
.008000 0 .20100 
-13 0 3 
overlap: . 998 . 998 . i ~-
67 
. 24 9190. -.013150 -.02563 
-6 4/3/3 2 ill/3 
-.013150 .23316 .0024.20 
413/3 -14/3 -4Jl5/3 
-.025630 .002420 .20174 
2As/3 -415/3 2/3 
overlap: .963 .832 .869 
.225480 -.002280 .00411 
(pdr. Jp4o 1 
-12/5 2m;s -2110/5 
-.002280 • 2275'50 .01027 
2/i4/5 64/15 -BJ35/15 
.004110 .010270 .197740 
-2m;5 -8hs/15 2/3 
overlap: .975 .967 .992 
.248810 -.004920 .009960 
1 0 -ili/3 
-.004920 .231530 -.01315 
0 4 4/3/3 
.009960 -.013150 .217330 
-!fS/3 413/3 7 
overlap: .971 .999 .971 
68 
.260630 -.00660 .01169 -0.0077.2.. 
-3 0 -16 1 
-.00660 .22885 .00000 o.o2.z7a-
0 0 0 -4 
.011690 .00000 .22418 -.0/5"~0 
-16 0 0 ~ 
-.007720 .02278 -.01530 ·2'J4-3 
1 -4 j6 I 
L.. dif'o.zFI 
overlap: . 958 • 965 • 959· . 997 
.248260 0 .013500 0 
-8 0 -Fa 0 
o· .224040 0 -·OiobJ~ 
0 -5 0 ....!? 
.013500 0 .214230 -· 0 0., }tJ) 
-18 0 -16/3 +1{ 
0 -.010675 -.009705 •/J.f D.;. 
0 .Fs 4./S/3 '%·. 
over1ap:.957 .945 .998 .972 
<d 3.2PI 
:1 







ld3}p> ld2stp> jdp23p;2p> jdp21D;2p> jp2sfp> 
.25177 .01235 .00893 .01444 0 
-8 0 -114/2 -114/2 0 
.01235 .·237712 0 .02278 .010675 
0 -5 0 -4 15 
.• 00893 . 0 .:20984 .00992 -. 01577 
-114/2 0 -10/3 -1 2'/s/3 
.01444 .02278 .00992 .22924 -.02527 
-114/2 -4 -1 -4 2/5/3 
0 -.010675 -.01577 -.02547 .21636 
0 /5 2/5/3 215 -11/3 









1Pd21G;2F> lpd2ln;2F> 1Pd23F;2F> ld(sp)3p2F> ld(sp)lp;2F> 
.24608 .00231 .00688 .01043 .01506 .. 
-13/4 2/3/7 -317/14 -6114/7 -142/3 
:00231 .23021 -.01298 -.00512 .00702 
2/3/7 2/21 10/21/21 -2142/21 -2114/21 
.00688 -.01298 .23228 -.00306 .01328 
-317/14 10hl/21 -7/6 212/3 -216/3 
.01043 -.00512 -.00306 .21607 -.01604 
-6114/7 -2142/21 212/3 11/3 13 
,.01506 .00702 .01328 -.01604 .22576 
-142/3 -2114/21 -2/6/3 13 1/3 





<pd23p; 2n I 
<pd2ln;2nl 
<d(sp)3p;2nl 
<d(sp) lp·; 2n I 
<p3; 2n I 
1Pd23p;2D> 1Pd23p;2D> 1Pd21n;2D>. jd(sp)3p;2n> jd(sp) 'p~D>. IP3;2D> 
~ 
.24622 .01505 -.01129 -.00206 .00891 .01300 
-24/5 -114/5 1105/5 110!5 -130/5 -130/2 
.01505 .23804 .00605 -.00514 .02224 0 
-114/5 -58/15 -130/15 4/35/15 -41105/15 0 
-.01129 .00605 .23528 .01416 .00603 -.01444 
1105/5 -ho/15 -10/3 -142/3 -114/3 114/2 
-.00206 -.00514 .01416 .19742 .00019 -.01973 
lfJSJs 4/35/15 -142/3 13/6 -13/2 213 
.00891 .02224 .00603 .00019 .22584 .01139 
-/30/5 -41105/115 I -114/3 -13/2 -25/6 -2 
.01307 0 -.01444 -.01973 .01139 .20696 
-130/2 0 114/2 213 -2 0 
overlap: .958 .928 .998 .748 .767 .954 
-..J 
1-' 
1Pd2ls;2p> l~d23p;2p> !Pd2ln;2p> jd(sp)3p;2p> jd(sp)lp2p> IP3;2p> 
.25473 -.00827 ~00412 .00532 .00767 -.02093 
<>pd2ls;2PI 
-16/3 13 -17/3 -2/6/3 -212/3 2110/3 
-.00827 .25791 .00337 -.0046Q .01993 .01307 
<pd23p;2pl 
13 -7 0 12 -16 -130/2 
~C0412 . .00337 ·; 23533 -.00010 .01427 .01076 
<pd2ln;2pj 
-17/3 0 -19/3 -142/3 -114/3 -170/6 
-
.00532 .-.00460 -.00010 .20546 -.01128 -.01471 
<d(sp)3p;2pl 
-2/6/3 12 -142/3 -1/6 /3/6 2115/3 
.00767 .01993 .01427 -.01128 .23368 .00849 
<d(sp)lp;2pl 
-212/3 -16 -114/3 13!6 -11/2 -2/5/3 
-.02093 .01307 .01076 -.01471 .00849 .21560 
<p 1; 2P 1 
2110/3 -130/2 -no/6 2115/3 -2/5/3 -2 
.01019 0 0 -.00891 -.01887 -.01995 
<ps2ls;2pl 
0 0 0 0 4110/3 812/3 
































































ldp2Sp;2n> jdp21s;2n> jdp2ln;2n> jo2lns;2n> jsp2ln;2n> jds2ls;2n> 
.00716 -.02293 .00590 -.00291 0 .00911 
-314/4 4/3/3 -:fif/6. 0 0 0 
.01094 0 -.01158 .00572 0 0 
-IIT/2 0 3/2 0 0 . 0 
.23569 -.00827 .00337 0 -.01973 0 
-3 .13 0 0 213 0 
-.00827 .23351 -.00412 0 .00109 -.02443 
·13 -4/3 fi/3 0 -4/3 a/3/3 
.00337 -.00412 .22296 -.01316 .00144 0 
. 0 /f/3 -7/3 4/3/3 -217/3 0 
0 . 0 -.01316 .22739 -.01179 .00582 
0 0 4/3/3 -3 m/3 0 
-.01973 .-00109 .00144" -.01179 .19679 -.01316 
213 -4/3 ·-217/3 .m/3 11/3 . 4/3/3 
0 -.024LJ3 0 .00582 -.01316 .20814 
0 8/3/3 0 0 4/J/3 0 






II. Comparison of I<L. •L. -A. •A.) and I- configuration mixing. 







elements of I --1- (in Table 6 
i<j r.lj 
I (L. ·L. -A. •A.) and the matrix 
i<j ~ J ~ J 
(I)) into the computer. We obtained 
We input the matrix elements of 
the configuration mixings as well as the overlaps for each case. 
For the following sections, part (1) indicates the I (L.•L.- A. •A.) 
'<' ~ J ~ J 
~ J 
configuration mixing and part (2) indicates the I 1 configu-
i<j rij 
.ration mixing. 
j3 3P> (N = 2) 
A = -6 tP = -.913jd23P> + .408jp23P> 
1 1 
I. = 0 tP = -. 408·1 d2 3P> - .913jp23P> 
2 2 
(I) = 0.091 4> = .928jd2 3P> - .373lp23p> 
1 1 
(I) 0.060 4> = .373jd23p> + .928jp23P> 
2 2 
overlap: • 999 (tP 4> , . 
1 1 
tP 4> ) 
2 2 
j3 1P> (N = 2) 
A = -6 tP = -.74Sjdp 1P> + .666jps 1P> 
1 1 
A = 0 '¥ = -.666jdp 1P> - .74Sips 1P> 
1 1 




.773jdp1P> .634jps 1P> 
(I) = .063 ¢ = .634jdp1P> + .773jps 1P> 
1 1 
overlap: .999 (tP ¢ ' tP ¢ ) 1 1 2 2 
75 
3. J33P> (N :::: 2) 
(l) A :::: -4 tjJ = -.913jctp3P> + .408jps 3P> 
1 1 
A = 4 tjJ :::: -.408jctp3P> .913Jps 3P> 
2 2 
(2) w = .079 ·</> = .93ljctp 3P> - .364Jps 3P> 
1 1 
w = .051 </> = .364jdp3P> + .931Jps 3P> 2 2 
overlap: .996 ( 1jJ </> I tjJ </> ) 
1 1 2 2 
4. J3 1o> (N :::: 2) 
(l} A = -4 1jJ :::: -.764jct21 o> + .408Jcts 1D> + .5ooJp21o> 
1 1 
A = -2 1jJ = -.624Jct2 1o> - .667Jcts1o> - .4o8Jp21o> 
2 2 
A = 4 1jJ = -.167Jct21 o> + .624Jcts 1o> - .764Jp21o> 
3 3 
(2) w = .105 </> = .597Jct21 o> - .571Jcts 1o> - .563Jp21o> 
1 1 
w = .076 </> = -.79oJct21o>- .539Jcts 1D> - .292Jp21o> 2 2 
w = .056 </> = .136Jct21 o> - .620Jcts 1D> + . 773Jp21 o> 
3 3 
overlap: .971 ( 1jJ </> ) overlap: .971 (1/J </> ) overlap: .999 (1/J </> ) 
1 1 2 2 3 3 
5. J31s> (N = 2) 




-4 1jJ :::: 
2 
.646Jct21 s> + .5oojp21 s> - .577J s 21 s> 
A = 4 1jJ = .166Jct21 s> + .646Jp21 s> + .745Js21 s> 
3 3 
(2) w .132 </> = -.739Jct21 s> + .586Jp21 s> - .33ljs21 s> 
1 1 
w = .079 </> = .661Jct21 s> + .536Jp21 s> - .524Js21 s> 
2 2 
w = .049 </> = .l3oJct21 s> + .6o72p21s> + .784Js21 s> 
3 3 
overlap: .999 (1/J </> ) overlap: .998 (tjJ </> ) overlap: .998 (1jJ </> ) 










[34S> (N = 3) 
A = -.109 1jJ = -.898[d2p4s> + .44o[p 34s> 
1 1 
A = -1.10 1jJ2 = -:4o2jd2p4s> .898[p34s> 2 
w = .243 <P' = .933[d2p 4s> .360[p3 4s> 
1 1 
w = .187 <P = .36o[d2p4s> + .933[p34s> 
2 2 
overlap: . 996' (ljJ ~ , 1jJ <P ) 
1 1 2 2 
[34P> (N = 3) 
A = .231 tjJ = .96l[d23p4p> .278[d(sp)3p4F> 
1 1 
A = .196 tjJ = .278[d23p4p> + .96l[d(sp)3p4F> 
2 2 
w = -5.464 <Pl = -.888[d2 3pp4P> + .460[d(sp)4P> 1 
w = 1.464 <P = -.460[d23Pp4P> - .888[d(sp)4P> 
2 2 
overlap: .983 ( tjJ <P , 1jJ <P ) 
1 1 2 2 
A. = -1.123 
1 




· = -.972[d2p 4P> + .235jd(sp) 4P> 
1jJ = -.235[d2p4P> - .972[d(sp)4P> 
2 
w = .223 <P = .985[d2p4P> - .175[d(sp)4P> 
1 1 
w = .187 <P2 = .175[d
2p 4P> + .985[d(sp)4P> 
2 
overlap: .998 ( tjJ <P 
1 
, 1jJ <P ) 
1 2 2 
77 
9. /32G> (N = 3) 
(1) A = 0 tjJ = -.79ljpd2 3p;2G> + .612jpd21G;2G> 
1 1 
A = 4 tjJ -· -.612/pd2 3F;2G> .79ljpd21G;2G> 
2 2 
(2) w = .252 cp = .829jpd23F; 2G> - .559/pd21G;2G> 
1 1 
w = .258 cp = .559,pd23F; 2G> + .829 I pd21 G; 2G> 
2 2 
overlap: .998 ( tjJ cp , tjJ cp ) 
1 1 2 2 
10. j34F> (N = 3) 
(1) A = -3.464 tjJ = -.966ld34p> + o!d2s4F> - .259jdp24p> 
1 1 
A = 3.464 tjJ = .259jd34F> + ojd2 s 4F> - .966jdp24F> 
2 2 
A = 0 tjJ = ojd34p> + jd2s4F> + o!dP24p> 
3 3 
(2) w = .241 cp = .98ljd34p> + ojd2s4F> + .196jdp24p> 
1 1 
w = .199 cp = -.196jd34p> + Ojd2s4F> + .09ljdp24p> 
2 2 
w = .214 cp = o!d34p> + !d2s4F> + O/dp24p> 
3 3 
overlap: .998 ( tjJ cp ) overlap: .998 (1/J cp ) overlap: 1 ( lJ! rj> ) 
1 1 2 2 3 3 
11. j3 2s> (N = 3) 
(1) A = -9.252 1jJ = -.714ld2s2s> + .597ldp22s> + .365lp2s2s> 
1 1 
A = -3.030 tjJ = .672ld2s2s> + .73lldp22s> + .120ip2s2s> 
2 2 
A = 2.283 1jJ = .l95ld2s 2s> - .332ldp22s> + .923/p2s2s> 
3 3 
(2) w = .267 cp = .84Sid2s2s> - .359/dp22s> - .395/p2s2s> 
1 1 
w = .197 cp = .458ld2s2s> + .lo7/dp22s> + .883lp2s2s> 
2 2 
w = .229 cp = .229/d2 s 2s> + .927/dp22s>- .2sslp2s2s> 
3 3 
overlap: .963 ( 1jJ cp ) overlap: .832 (1/J cp ) overlap: .869 ( 1jJ cp ) 








j34D> (N = 3) 
A = -2.828 ljJ = .914jpd23p 4D> + .076jpd23F4D> + .3.99ld(psi3p4D> 
1 1 
A = 2.828 ljJ = -.:328jpd2 3p4D> - .44ljpd23F4D> + .835ld(ps) 3p4D> 
2 2 
A = -6 ljJ = -.239jpd23p 4D> + • 8941 pd2 3F4D> + .378jd(ps) 3p4D> 
3 3' 
w = .226 $ = .97ljpd23p4D> + .142jpd23F4D> + .193!d(ps) 4D> 
1 1 
w = .194 $ = -.144jpd23p 4D - .297jpd2 3F4D> + .944ld<ps) 4o> 
2 2 
w = .231 $ = .192jpd23p4D> - .944!pd23F4D> - .268jd(ps)'+D> 
3 3 
overlap: .975 (1/J $ ) 
1 1 
overlap: .967 (1/J $ ) 
2 2 
overlap: .992 (1/J $ ) 
3 3 
j32G> (N = 3) 
A = .649 ljJ = .9sci!d3 4G> - .178jd2s2G> + .258jdp22G> 
1 1 
A = 8.429 ljJ = -.152jd32G> + .457jd2s2G> + .876jdp22G> 
2 2 
A = 2.922 ljJ = .273jd32G> + .872jd2s 2G> - .407jdp22G> 
3 3 
w = .255 $ = .855jd32G> - .377jd2s 2G> + ~356jdp22G> 
1 1 
w = .234 $ = .494!d 32G> + .802jd2s2G> - .337jdp22G> 
2 2 
w = .209 $ = -.159jd32G> + .464jd2s2G> + .872jdp22G> 
3 3 
overlap: .971 (1/J $ ) 
1 1 
overlap: .999 (1/J $ ) 
2 3 





j32F> (N = 3} 
A. = :...5.631 ~ = -.639jd 32F> + .344jd2s2F> - .489jdp22F> + .484jdp22F> 
1 1 . 
A = 1.180 ~ = .487ld 32F> - .365ld2 s 2F> - .786ldp22F> + .108ldp22F> 
2 2 
A = -2.767 ~ = -.596ld32F> - .652ld2s2F> - .128ldp22p> - .45ljdp22p> 
3 3 
A = 5.219 ~ = .016ld32F> + .569ld2 s2F~- .356ldp22p<- .742ldp22F> 
4 4 
w = .271 ~ = .824jd 32F~ - .316ld2s 2F> + .319jdp2 2F> - .345jdp22F> 
1 1 
w = .242 ~ = -.519jd32p> - .663ld2s2F> + .114ldp22F> - .527ldp22F> 
2 2 
w = .224 $ = .224jd32F> - .449ld2s2F> - .850jdp22p> + .16ljdp22F> 
3 3 
w = .194 ~ = -.0333ld 32F>- .509jd2s2F> + .403jdp22p> + .760jdp22p> 
4 4 
overlap: .958 (~ $ } 
1 1 
overlap: .959 (~ ~ } 
2 3 
overlap: .965 (~ $ } 
2 2 




15. j34P> (N = 3) 
(1) A = -.1 ~ = .808jd34p> + .057jd2s4P> + .572jdp24p> - .128jp2s4P> 
1 1 
A = -4 ~ = -.527jd34p> - .373jd2s4P> + .745jdp24p> - .167jp2s4P> 
2 2 
A = 5.657 ~ = .056Jd34P> - .197jd2 s4P> - .270jdp24p> - .941Jp2s4P> 
3 3 
A = -5.657 ~ = .256jd34p? - .905jd2 s4P> - .212jdp24p> + .266jp2s4P> 
4 4 
(2) w = .253 4> .940jd34p> + .Ol6jd2s4r> + .337jdp24p> - .044jp2s4P> 
1 1 
w = .211 ¢> = .333Jd34p> + .l60jd2s4P> - .910jdp24p> + .19ljp2s4P> 
2 2 




w = .226 ~4 .0633jd34p> - .969jd2s4P> - .l02jdp24p> + .216jp2s4P> 4 
overlap: .957 (~ ¢> ) overlap: .945 (~ ¢> ) overlap: .998 (~ ¢> ) overlap: .972 (~ ¢> ) 
11 22 33 44 
16. j32P> (N = 3) 
(1) A = -.122 ~ = .363jd3 2P> + .479jd2s2P> + .224jdp22p> + .6oojap22p> - .477jp2s2P> 
1 1 
A = -8.19 ~ = -.865ja3 2P> + .347jd2s 2P> - .23ljdp22P> + .144jdp22p> - .238jp2s2P> 
2 2 
A = 1.25 ~ = -.170ja32p> - .266jd2s2P> + .097jdp22p> + .742jdp22p> + .583jp2s2P> 
3 3 
A = -3.38 ~ = -.284jd32P>- .487jd2 s 2P> + .725jdp22p> - .024jdp22p> - .395jp2s2P> 
4 4 
A = -1~44 ~ = .097ja32p> - .585jd2 s 2P> - .60ljdp22p> + .259jdp22p> - .468jp2s2P> 
5 5 
(2) w = .283 ~ = -.52oja32P> - .507jd2s2P> - .215jap22p> - .557ldp2 2P>+ .347jp2s2P> 
1 1 
~ = -.830ja32p> + .203jd2s2P> + .063jdp22p> + .306jdp22p> - .4lljp2s2P> 
00 
w = .243 ~ 
2 2 
w = .191 ~ = -.175ja32p> + .oo5jd2 s2P> + .482jdp22p> + .432jdp22p> + .743jp2s2P> 
3 3 
w = .226 ~ = -.043jd3 2P> + .389jd2s2P> + .670jdp22p> - .625jdp22P> - .084ljp2s2P> 
4 4 
w = .202 ~ = .102ja32p>- .742jd2s2P> + .518jdp22p> + .140jdp2~P>- .389jp2s2P> 
5 5 
overlap: . 978 (~ ~ ) i • 915 (~ $ ) i • 832 
1 1 2 2 
$ ) ; • 759 (~ $ ) i .859 (~ $ ) 
3 3 4 5 5 4 
17. I32F> (N = 3) 
(1) A = 6.51 1/J = -.46l,pd21 G; 2F>- .129,pd21 o; 2F> + .012,pd 2 \-; 2F> + .788jd(sp) 3P; 2F> + .387jd(sp) 1P; 2F> 
1 1 
A =-4.01 1/J :::; .493,pd
21 G; 2F>- .362,pd21 o; 2F> + .643,pd?
3
F; 2F> + .006,d(sp) 3P; 2F> + .460jd(sp) 1P; 2F> 
2 2 
£3 . 
A =-2.58 1/J = -.720ipd21G; 2F> --.322lpd21o; 2F> + .419,pd-··F; 2F>- .442ld(sp) 3P; 2F>- .074ld(sp)1P; 2F> 
3 3 
A =-.233 1/J = -.159lpd21 G; 2F> + .61l,pd2 lo; 2F> - .037jpd 2~F; 2F> - .335jd(sp) 3P; 2F> + .699,d(sp) 1P; 2F> 
4 4 
A :::; 2.31 1/J = -.025,pd21G;2F> + .613,pd2 lo; 2F> + .639,pd2. 3F; 2F> + .263ld-(sp) 3P; 2F> :- .3Blld(sp) 1P; 2F> 
5 5 
( 2) w = • 260 <f> = .739,pd2 1G; 2F>- .005Ipd2 lo; 2F> + .436,pd
23
F; 2F>- .042,d(sp) 3P; 2F> + .513,d(sp) 1P; 2F> 
1 1 
w = .197 cp = .320,pd21 G; 2F> + .064lpd21o; 2F> + .143jpd 2 ~F; 2F>- .683,d(sp) 3P; 2F>- .638,d(sp) 1P; 2F> (X) 
2 2 IV 
w = .240 cp = .517lpd21G; 2F>- .217lpd21 o; 2F>- .249jpd23F; 2F> + .623ld(sp) 3P; 2F>- .485jd(sp) 1P; 2F> 
3 3 . 
w = .210 <f> = .152lpd2 1G; 2F>- .612,pd21o; 2F>- .623lpd23F; 2F>- .373ld(sp) 3P; 2F> + .275,d(sp) 1P; 2F> 
4 4 
w = .243 <f> =-.248jpd21 G; 2F>- .758lpd21o; 2F> + .583,pd23F; 2F> + .066,d(sp) 3P; 2F>- .140id(sp) 1P; 2F> 
5 5 
overlap: • 882 (1/J 4> ) ; • 942 (1/J cp ) ; • 648 (1/J cp ) ; • 753 (1/J cp ) ; • 980 (1/J cp ) 
1 2 2 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 




















w - .179 
3 
w "' .226 
It 
w "' .213 
5 
w = ,203 
6 
ljl = -.624jpd23p 1 2o> - .32.3jpd23p1 2o> + .357jpd2lo;2o> + .235jd(ep) 3p12o> - .355(d(sp) 1p 12o> - .434jp3 12o> 1 . 
., "'-.110jpd23p 12o> + .199jpd23p 1 2o>- .063Ipd2lo,2o> + .750jd(sp)3p;2o>- .220jd(sp)lp12o> + .576jp3,2o> 
2 
~ "'-.la6fpd23p1 2o> + .sosjpd23p,2o> + .524fpd21o,2o> + .15ljd(sp)3p,2o> + .633jd(sp)lp12o>- .l08jP312o> 
3 
~ = .562jpd23p 12o> + .420jpd23p 12o> + .279jpd2 lo12o> + .148jd(sp) 3P12o>- .504jd(sp) 1P1 2o>- .393jP3t2o> 
It 
., "' .497jpd23p12o>- .650jpd23p 12o> + .365jpd2lo;2o> + ,336jd(sp)3P; 2 D> + .287jd(sp)lp12o> + .032jP3 12o> 
5 
~ = -.04ljpd23p 12o>- .027jpd23p 12o> + .618jpd2 lo12o>- .463jd(sp)lp12o>- .297jd(sp)lp 12o> + .559jP3 12o> 
6 
+ = -.649jpd23p 12o>- .509jpd23p1 2o> + .219jpd2lo,2o> + .166(d(sp)3p,2o>- .398Jd(sp)lp 12o>- .292jP3 1 2o> 
1 
.2 a -.174,pd23p;20> + .478jpd23p;2D> + .703jpd2lo;20> + .228jd(spi3P;20> + ,35ljd(spJlp;2D>- .268jP3;2D> 
I 
+ • -.177jpd23p1 2o> + .175jpd23p1 2o>- .042jpd2lo1 2o> + .724jd(sp)3p 12o>- .208jd(sp)lp12o> + .622jP3 12o> 3 . 
+ • -.724jpd23p12o> + .224jpd23p12o>- .295jpd21o;2o>- .336jd(sp)lp12o> + ,371jd(sp)lp 12o> + .297jP3 12o> 
It 
+ = -.104fpd23p1 2o> + .• 643jpd23p 12o>- .338jpd2lo1 2o>- .oo8jd(sp)3p12o>- .550jd(sp)1p 12o>- .398jP3 12o> 
5 
+ = .022jpd23p1 2o> + .13ljpd23p12o> + ,5o5jpd2lo12o>- .532jd(sp)3p 12o>- ,484jd(sp)lp 12o> + .459jP3 12o> 
6 
overlap: • 958 (ljl • ); • 928 (~ • ); • 998 (ljl • ll . 748 (~ • h . 767 ~~ • l i • 954 (ljl • l 




19. j32P> (N = 3) 
(1) 
A = .121 ~ = .267jpd2ls2P>- .617jpd23p2p>- .096jpd2 lo2P> + .201jd(spl ~~P>- .479jd(sp)lp2p>- .452jp32p> + .252jp32ls2P>. 
l 1 
A = 6.19 ~ ~ .022jpd2ls2P> - .120jpd23p2p> - .114Jpd2lo2p> + .201jd(spl ~~P> + .274jd(sp)lp2p> + .450jp2lp> + .BoBjps2ls2p> 
2 2 . 
A = -8.76 ~ = -.516jpd2ls2P>- .167jpd23p2p>- .646Jpd2lo2p~- .2BOjd(sp)~lP>- .432jd(sp)lp2p> + .023jp2lp> + .152Jps2ls2p> 
3 3 
A = -1.22 ~ = .544jpd2ls2P>-.0277jpd23p2p> -.0204jpd2 1o2P>- .397jd(sp)3plp>- .437jd(sp)lP2P> + .5BBjP21 P>- .096Jpa21s2P> 
- ~ . 
A ~ -5.48 ~ = -.464jpd2ls2P>+ .0479tpd23p2P>+ .• 707jpd21o2P> + .oa7jd(sp) 3plp>- .471jd(sp)lP2P> + .146JP2 1P> + .176jps2 ls2p> 
s 5 
A = -3.93 ~ g -.3B7jpd2ls2p>- .752jpd23p2p>- .029jpd2lo2P>- .146jd(sp)3plp> + .214jd(sp)lp2p> + .331jP2 lp>- .326jps2ls2P> 
6 6 ( 
\ "' 1.65 w
7 
= .003jpd2 ls2p> - ··.oa7jpd23p2p> + .243jpd2lo2P>- .ao9jd(spl. 3plp> + .224jd(sp) lp2p> - .341jp21p> + .337Jps2lg2p> 
(2) 










.043J 1xi2ls2P> + .10Qjpd23p2p> + .115jpd2lo2P>- .402jd(sp) 3~1P>- .2B6jd(sp)lp2p>- .409jp32p>- .751jps21s2P> 
.796jpd2ls2P> + .224jpd23p2p> + .311jpd2lo2P> + .003jd(sp)~plp>- .439JdCsp)lp2p>- .159Jp32p> + .040Jps2lg2p> 
~ = .203 ~ =-.J98jpd2lg2p>- .069jpd23p2p> + .109jpd21o2P>- .262jd(sp) 3plp> + .399Jdlsp)lp2p>- .6B9jpl2p> + .349jps2lg2p> 
4 4 






• 210 + 6
.223 ~7 
.179jpd2ls2P>- .036jpd23p2p>- .02Bjpd2lo2p>- .B37jd(sp)~plp>- .212jd(sp)lp2p> + .2B2jp32p> + .376jps2ls2P> 
.OB1jpd2ls2P>- .297jpd23p2p>- .675jpd2lo2p>- .1B9jd(sp) 3p1p> + .553jd(sp)lp2p> + .120jpl2p> .- .J09jps2ls2P> 
overlap: • 979 (ljl + ) I • 975 (~ + ) I • 762 (lJi ' ll • 721 (~ + ) I • 737 (~ + ) I • 657 ~~ + ) I .843 N ' ) 
11 22 33 44 56 67 75 
CfJ 
~ 
20, 1320> (N ~ 3) 
(1) 




















w = .178 
2 
w ... 265 
3 
w = .198 
lj 
w = .244 
5 
w ~ .226 
6 





~ ~ .oo4ld3 12o> + .079Id3 12o> - .345ldp23p12o> - .159ldp21s,2o> + .134ldp21o;2o> - .098Id21os 12o> - .813lsp21o12o> - .402Ids21s 12o> 
1 1 3 
~ ~ .515ld3 12o> + .360id3 12o>·+ .503Idp23p,2o> - .45ljdp21s,2o> - .05lldp21o12o>'+ .076Id21os 12o> - .245lsp21o12o> + .28ljds21s 12o>. 
2 1 3 
~ ~ .153ld3,2o> + 
3 1 






.057Idp23p 1 2o> + .682ldp21s 1 2o> + .18lldp21o 12o> - .Ol9ld21os 1 2o> - .362lsp21o1 2o> + .586jds21s 1 2o> 
.158ldp23p12o> + .257ldp21s12o> - .44lldp21o12o> + .255ld21os 12o> - .096lsp21o12o> - .128lds21s12o> 
~ a .115ld3 12o> + .183ld3 12o> + .006ldp23p12o>- .049Idp21s 12o> + .728ldp21o12o> + .637ld21os 12o> + .10llsp21o12o>- .067lds2ls 12o> 
5 1 3 
"'6 
~7 
-.243ld3 12o> - .49lld3 12o> - .060idp23p12o> - .243ldp
2 1s 12o> - .358ldp21o,2o> + .567ld2 1us,2o> - .270isp21o12o> + .337lds2Is,2o> 
l 3 
-1.64ld3 12o>- .387ld3 12o> + .765ldp23p12o> + .25lldp2ls12o> + .126ldp21o12o>- .o5old2 1os 12o>- .224lsp21o 1 ~o>- .327lds21s1 2o> 
1 3 
~ " -.644ld3,2o> + .099Id3 12o> + .l05jdp23p12o> - .34lldp21s 12o> + .279ldp21o,2o> - .434ld21os 12o> - .079Isp21o12o> + .418lds21s,2o> 
8 1 3 
t ~ -.772ld3 12o>- .253ld3 12o>- .257ldp23p;2o> + .454ldp21s 12o>- .0591 dp21o 12o>- .Ol4ld2los 12o> + .093Isp21o 12o> - .236lds2ls;2D> 
1 1 3 
t .... 002jd3 12o> + .05lld3 12o>- .303ldp23p12o>- .257jdp2ls12o> -.00041 dp21o12o>- .124jd21os 12o>- .748lsp21o12o>- .514lds2ls;2o> 
2 l 3 
t ~ .213jd3 12o> - .808Id3 12o> - .234ldp23p1 2o> - .178ldp21s 12o> + .3441 dp21o 12o> - .285ld21os 12o> + .llljsp21o;2o> + .056jds21s 12o> 
3 l 3 
t .. .o68ld3,2o> + 
lj 1 
t ~ .384ld3,2o> + 
5 1 
t a .442ld3,2o> -
6 1 
t g -.103ld3;2D> + 
7 . 1 
.045Id3 1 2o> --168jdp23p 1 2o> + .458ldp21s 1 2o> + .05lj dp21o;2D>- .343ld21os 1 2o>- .47llsp21o;2o> + .. 643jds21s 1 2o> 
3 
.348ld3 1 2o> - .459ldp23p 12o> + .328ldp2ls 12o> + .0451 dp2lo 1 2o> - .383jd21us 12o> + .39ljsp21o1 2o> - .3JJids21s,2o> 
3 
.JJ7Id3 1 2o> + .240idp23p 12o>,+ .57lldp21s 1 2o> - .1731 dp2lo 1 2o> + .J97Id21os 1 2o> - .176jsp21o1 2o> - .297lds21s 1 2o> 
3 
,076jd3 1 2o> + .668ldp23p 12o> + .118ldp21s 12o> + .433j dp21o 1 2o> - .505Id21os 12o> - ,078Isp2lo12o> - ,239lda2ls 12o> 
3 
t ~ -.Ol5ld3 1 2o> + .195ld3 1 2o> - .210jdp23p 1 2o> + .147ldp2ls 12o> + .8101 dp21o 1 2o> + .475ld21us;2D> - .088jsp2lo1 2o> + .002jds2ls;2D> 
8 1 3 
overlap1 .910 (~ t ll .976 (~ t lJ .802 (ljl t )J .878 (ljl t lJ .768 (~ t )J .819 (~ t )J .718 (~ t lJ .907 (~ t) 





If we look at the comparison of exact and 
approximate configuration mixing carefully, we find that 
the sum of 0 ( 4) Casimir opera_tors ~.( #.:.':f:.j - f:;., !::.J ) is a good 
i J 
approximate constant of motion within the 3s-3p-3d shell 
in all cases when N = 2. When N = 3 we notice that for 
some cases which have higher orbital and spin angular 
momenta L· and S ,~ ~.(L;.· Lj - A:.· Aj) is still a good 
..... J 
approximate constant of motion. Examples are\J4 P >, 
I4 F >, I.~.G >,j+s >. In some cases which have lower 
orbital and spin angular momenta L and S ,for example 
13 ~s >, 13 .l.D > is no longer a 
I 
good approximate constant of motion. This result is not 
an unexpected result because the introduction of d 
electrons makes the Coulomb interaction between the 
electrons more complicated. We need to find a new 
constant of motion. Doing this will be simplified if we 
can find an expression for the in-shell Coulomb 
interaction in terms of 0(4) single-particle operators. 
(IV) The expression for the Coulomb interaction 
between two electrons in the n = 3 shell 
in terms of 0(4) operators 
We have developed some new methods for finding an 
expression for v = l/~~,in terms of the A and L . ....., 
Applying this expression to the n = 2 case, we get the 
87 
same results as those obtained by other methods, for 
example the U(4)J0(4) analysis of Moshinsky, et al (14). 
1. An expression for the Coulomb interaction in terms 
of A and ~- . ...., 
For n = 3 we have 
~ 
V 1.::.. =~.4lT/(2k+l)~(-l) Ytr(f,)Y~-;rCf:tl fi(r, ,r.~.) 
g \ ~ 
= 4 1T (-1) Y00 (f,)_Y00 {_f4 )fo + 41f/31(-l) Y,~(E, )~_a(_E.z )f, 
_ a , or:; 1 
+ 4rr/5t (-1) Yzt(E 1)1__~(f,Jf:~. + 4ll"/7t (-1) Y,~(.f,)Yj.~(E-)f3 
~ 
+4lT/9L(-l) Y.~~(r,)Y (r~)fq. (lV-1-1) 5 .,.0 .... 4·~ -
LJ 1:. k•f 
1~.;ere t;_ = r< /r > , so the rna trix element of v,:.. is 
Now multiply the right side of (III-1-2) by a factor: 
• 
This doesn't change the value at all so we have: 
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Q ,, I I'll' I 'Q' I <n,., m, ;n..t ..:1m.~. V,,. n, '1.., m, in.t .:. rn ... -> = 
r f1 ' <n, Q, lt Yx ( ~") 'n/ ~. > 
<n, t~ II Yx(b,il)nr .Q.; > 




< ~ .. rn. ,_ -m.l. ;.l ~4 k q > 
<n, Q, Y1t.. (A)/) nt 2., >---------
. (2k + 1) 
<n, ~./l Y{(.(;z,)JJn,' e/> II 
x ·• <n, Q, Yk (~din.' e.'> 
<n,e,lf Y,_(~,lJJn( Q,'> 
= ~ ( 47T/2f(+l )Rk(n 1 Q.,n.~.~ni q:n~i:.') <n, Q,,jY~ (£,)// n:t/><n:d"//Y (.fJ /JnJR~ 
<n,l,IJY{( (~,)/j nd}<n;.!A//Y <~ff n.dl 
( I-I-3) 
< n, Q,ll Yt< (£~)II n( Q,'> < n.t. Q,,/y !<! ( ~) // ni £! > 
<n, 2,jj Y(( (~,)~~ n,' t'><ntl:.//Y "-( ~:J// n; ~! > 
are the ratio of reduced matrix elements which depend 
only on n , i and k. 
(1) Evaluation of the ratio of reduced matrix elements 
for then= 2 and n = 3 shells. 
In order to make the expression ( I-1-3) more 
k II 1 I In/ explicit, we have evaluated the C (n 1 ~~ n~~n,2, n~~~) in 
both the n = 2 and n = 3 cases and assummed that 






(2p2p;2s2s)/9)<2p2p:\ J.(-fy (A, )Y (Ad[2s2s> ~ tC ~ )-C:..-
1 0 6 () 
. . I ' + ( 4 TI/5) ( 4/2 5) R .t.( 2p2p; 2p2p) <2p2p LJ-) Y-< I (z) Yo<-:}~-?.){ 2p2p> • 
q !J 11 0 ~ 
We find: 
+ (l/3)R
1 (2p2p;2s2s)<2p2p[~t*l!2s2s> + (3/50) 
I I l. ~ I xR ( 2 p 2 p ; 2 p 2 p ) < 2 p 2 p 4 ( ~; ~ :~.) + 2 f:.(J;. ~ - ( 4 I 3 ) l},·lh 
1 
2 s 2 s > 
0 . 0 
+ R (2p2p;2p2p) + R (2p2s;2p2s) 
We mention here tor n = 2 N = 2 k = 2: 
Our form is: 
<2p2p~ VI 12p2p> = ..z. R (2p2p)(3/50) 
Moshinsky's form is: 
<2p2plv' 12p2p> = (l/5)R~(2p2p) 
x<2p2pi2NP- (l/2)N;- (6/5) s~ ( 3/10) L:r.. 12p2p> 
We have calculated the matrix elements by this two forms. 
The results are the same. 
n = 3 we find: 
< 3 9) .04 l /r14 \ 3.«,3 2.:> = 
0 c 
R (3s3s;3s3s) + R (3s3p;3s3p) 
+ R
0 
(3d3s;3d3s) + (1/8)R' (3p3p;3s3s)<3p3pj~,·~,__j3s3s> 
+ R0 (3p3p;3p3p) + R
0




+ ( l/5) R
1 
( 3p3d; 3d3p) <3p3d I~· ~~j3d3p> 
:z. l l ~ I + (3/320)R (3s3d;3d3s)<3s3d 4(b,·~.1.) +2f,·~~-(4/3~ . .b~3d3s> 
+ ulo/ 40 0) R.., ( 3p3s; 3p3d) <3p3s j4 ( ~~·~-4) +2~.-j;!z.- ( 4/3) ~. ?;~ /3p3d> 
+(l/70)R~(3p3d;3p3d)<3p3d 14(~,·~-L) +2L,·L 2 -(4/3lf,·~/3p3d> 
(3/98)R 4 (3d3d;3d3d)<3d3dj4(~,'~-zl +2f,·~2 -(4/3)b;~:~3d3d> 
+ (Ji0/1 76) R-4 (3d 3d; 3d 3d)< 3d 3d 14 ( ~~·f>J +2Lt L..!- ( 4/3) A~ A~ /3d3d> 




(3d3d;3d3d)<3d3d/l(-/ Ylf 4 (~, )Y 4 .• (~~) /3d3d> • 
'( D 6 
Here: 
0 0 
c (3d3s;3d3s) = 1 c (3p3p;3p3p) = l 
C 0 (3p3s;3p3s) = l 
0 





l = l C (3s3s;3s3s) = 
c .l.( 3d3d; 3d3d) = 4/49 
I 
C (3p3p;3s3s) = l/8 
c•(3s3d;3d3dl Jl0/70 
I 
l/5 = c (3p3d;3d3p) = 
~ 
I 
= Jl0/20 C (3s3d;3d3s) = l/40 C(3d3p;3p3s) 
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~ ... 
Jlo/150 c (3d3p;3p3d) = 1/245 c (3p3s;3p3d) = 
~ .2 c (3p3d;3p3d) = 4/105 c (3p3p;3p3p) = 4/225 
c 4 (3d3d;3d3d) = 4/3969 
We used three different methods to calculate the 
k I I 
C (n 1 2, n,~Q.;l):Q, n~tl and they all gave the same result. 
(We have given examples in appendix 2.) 
(2) The symmetrized form for Y~c0(!}) that satisfies 
Jt ' [ Y(A) = (-1) Y (A) 
~~..., k·o -
* In order to express L Y~. (A, ) Y (A.,_ ) in terms of 
~ "o ... ~-b-
scalar products of k and ~' we have found the symmetrized 
( Lt, T(k,ql) 
by using: 
Y, 
= T(k,q±l lt[ (k+q) (kj-q+ll] z, 
l L o, T ( k, q)) = T ( k, q )hq. 
Here L± = LA + iLy and T(k,q) is the component of 
an irreducible tensor operator of rank k. 
We have found: 
k = 1 y \0 ( ~) = (3/4TT) AJ' 
y .:, (~) = - ( 3 I 8 '11 ,~ (A)( ± iAy). 
~ : ~ l Y:zo (~) = -(5/1611) 2A}- A)(.- A :J ) ' k = 2 
-- ------------
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k = 3 
-(A~- iAj )A~ (A_x:+iA~) - (A~+ iAJ )A~ (A;:_- iAy), 
Y.3:tt(!1) = .;::(1/24) (21/irfi~AJl(A.:d iA;;) + 4(Ax.± iAy)A; 
..l. .I. 
- (A.x:=F iAy)(Ax.± iAy)- (A..:± iAy)(AA=t iA1 ), 
,Z. 
+ (Az± iAy) A}+ (A~± iAy)A~(A~± iAy), 
Y~:t:.i(!1) = +( 35/641T).Ji (Ax:± iA()~ 
k = 4 
). 
+ ( 2A~ 
I' 
93 
2 .l. .:. l 
-(Ax+ iAy)(A.t- iAy)-(1\x- iA 7 )(A:x_+ iAy)~J > 
Xr ~ 
Y4~(A) = ~(5/64rrfi(A~~ iAy)A}(Az± iA1 ) 
.l 
+ (A~± iAy)A}(A~~iAy) + (A~± iAy)(Ax~ iAy}A~ 
.l .z. ..\ 
- A~(A.x.± iAy)(4AJ- 2Ax- 2Ay)) 
Y4-.t<(~) = (3/32) (5/27f}~ f(A:t;: iAy} (Axt iAy}3 
3 
+ (A4 ± iAy) (Ax..:j: iAy) - 4A; (Ax.± iAy) 
.:t 
- 4(A;(.± iAy)AJ.(A.:t..± iAy)AJ.- 4A~(AJC± iA,Y}A} 
. ~ . .z 
4(Ax± iA/}Af(Ax± iAy) + (A.:t..± iAy) (A.-t.:t: iAy) (A.z.±.:...AJj 
+ (.4<" ± A.Ay) (Ax :f A..Ay) ( IJ,x ± ;. Al/ J 
) 
~~ ' Yfii{~) =f(3/32) (35/-rr) lAJ (A.t± iAy) 
' ~ + (A~± iA()A~+(Ax~ iAy)A}(AL± iAy) 
+ (Ax.± iA'f )~J ( Al::± iAy) J 
Y4±4(A) = (3/l6)(35~rr),!i(A:c ± iAyl4 • 
(3) Discussion 
The first work in which in-shell Coulomb 
94 
interactions are expressed as a function of A, L and 
~ '""" 
radial integrals is that of Moshinsky, et al (1~). In 
this work the Coulomb interaction was first expressed in 
terms of products of Slater integrals and unit tensor 
operators of the unitary group U(M ) where M = n~is the 
number of orbitals in the hydrogenic shell with principal 
quantum number n. Then the matrix elements of A, A•A - .......... 
etc. were expre~sed as products of a reduced matrix 
element and a unit tensor of U(M ). Comparing the two 
expressions it proved possible to obtain a simple 
expression for the in-shell Coulomb interaction as a 
product of Slater integrals and functions of b, ~w This 
U(n~)~0(4) analysis is·no longer practical when one 
considers the s,p,d orbitals of the third hydrogenic 
shell. ·We therefore developed an alternative, direct 
method for expressing the in-shell Coulomb interaction as 
a function of radial integrals and the 0(4) generators 
A, L. This method give~ the known n = 2 results by 
'"" _,....., 
simpler means and enables us to rather easily obtain 
corresponding results for n = 3. We also thought it 
might be helpful to express the Coulomb interaction as a 
product of radial integrals and the 0(4,1) generators 
!: and .§..· 
2. An expression for the Coulomb interaction potential in 
terms of A and B. ,., 
Using the notation of Bednar (13) a two-electron 
repulsion integral can be written: 
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(.zZr) are Laguerre polynomials, defined by: 
2.~-+ I 
L ( .2 2· r) -11-R.- I 
-9" r~ 9rtT& 
and r = e r e = (n/Z)r 
A 
Because r = r/r 
"' 
e, = Un ( z 1 n ) so : 
v rv 'J..' • (_Y',) (\/VII o: ... - ( 'r".&)Y'c ..... ~r, o(rJ. dwc dwz. 
I\ ;\.,.11 I I 1'111 " )<.._ l. '1.• Z, -
CIV-..<.-r) 
In Bednar ' have A B T4 - T, s space we r = - r = ,.. ,.. ) 
where A = ( 1/2) (~XI> pxL + r) 
""" ..... ..... 
B = ( l/2) ( Lxp - pxL r) 
"'"' "' - "" ...,. ....... 
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L = EXE· Substituting these into (lV-2-1) we have: 
• 
( IV- .2 - 1... ) 
~ 
We have expressed~(-1) Y-t<.t(f, )Y1<_y(r.~.) in terms of 
products of ~ and E~ . 
- ! 
( 1) Expressing } ( -1) Y 1<~ ( ;r, ) Y tc·a (f> ) in terms of products 
of f 1 and f.~. we obtain: 
for k = 1: 
~ 
y I 0 (E) = (3/4n)z ' 
~ 
Y •:t1 ( E l = +(3/8n)(x + iy) ,) -
g 
so we have: L(-1) Y1 y (r,)Y 1 .q(r~) = b D - 0 ~ 
( 3 I 4 iT) r ,.r .~. ; ... -
Fork= 2: 
we have; 
For k = 3: 
Y~u(r) = (5/l6rrf.:l(2z 2 l. - X 
YJ±1(r) = -(15/8TT)~z(x + iy) 
Y,l:f,_(r) = (15/321if (x .:t iy) 2 
.z. 
- y ) ) 
-s- J. .. - r, r~; 
8TT 
1 l :z. 
Y~ 0 (r) = (7/16rr) (2z - 3x - 3y )Z > 
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Y. :2.. .:t .z 




= (105/321T)z(x + iy) 
YHJ(E) = -1 ~(35/64'~) (x + iy )::3 J 
so we have: 
31"" :J ..:tl .z ... _(r,. r,~) -- r, r~(r.r.t.) 
&rr 8rr ' 
For k = 4: 
y <J-0 ( ~) (3/16) (l/rrl~[8z4 - 24(x.L. + y.:t.) .:I. 3(x.l ~,~ = z + + y 
y+.ti<E l 




y4:..Z{~) = iy)(6z"" - X - y ) 
~ ~ 
y4t~{E) = :;( 3/8) ( 35/Tf) z {x + iy} -
-2 
(x .±. iy}4 Y4-t'f< E > = (3/16)(35/2r;) 
so we have: 
Because r = B - A we finally obtain: - -
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Looking at this result we see we have expressed 1/r,~ 
partly in terms of A,B but the problem is that we haven't ... """ 
a good way to express the term in terms of 
the group generators. 
(2) A method for evaluating the matrix elements 
We have evaluated the matrix elements (LV-2-1) for 
some cases (see appendix 3) by using the method we have 
found,(l"V-2-3), and have obtained the same results as 
those evaluated by the earlier methods. Because A acting -
on J()'IQ.M will change .Q_. and B acting on Xn~...,will change n 
and~ it follows that 2.<-lf Yt<t(~,- ~' )Y~<·a<k,.-lh) 
z 
acting on X,.; .e/nt.'X~Lf,..; should be a linear combination 
of Xn~r,m,Xn-~"R.,:~with different n:, ~ ,m. e.g. 





Hence {IV-2-l) becomes: 
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( IV-2-3} 
We give the evaluation of (IV-2-l) for some cases in 
appendix 3. 
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. ( V ) Appendic_es 
Appendix 1: Example calculation of the matrix elements 
of .2_(L.·L,- A:..,Aj) 
• • h ;; 
A..<J 
( 1) <pd). 3P +oi~_L.- Lj I pd.z. 3P .,.o> 
"'"'J 
By using 
we have <pd.l 3P 4ol f.. L,4. I rv jpct~P "to> = ).f r. ,ZJ( (~ + 1) - I (I+ t) -.2:<.1.. (..?.. t1J] 
"''!.) 
--4 . 
(2) <pd~tP4oi~.A.;:·~·Ipd..~'P 4o> = <d.z'P/~··1\~d.l'P> 
"v 
+ 2 I <pd :3 p 4o I ( pd )<7'/- d; +D> <pda-}\J ~..2 ·lh/Pdtr"/\> 
(!"")... 
From table 1 and table 3 we have: 
<pd ;P~D l(pd) 3Pd 4 0> = 3/10 
<pd). ~P fo ! ( pd) :3od to> = -/fS/1 o 
<pd 11 ~P "b I ( pd) 3 Fd-ro> = ,Jl4;5 
so <pd.l'P 4oj'f..A;.•A·Ipdz ~P4-D>= o + 2x(9/lOO)x 
"';} J 
(-l/3) + 2x(35/l00)x(l) + (14/25)(-2)= -8/5 
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Appendix 2: Example of a calculation of the ratio of 
reduced matrix elements 
(1) We calculate the reduced matrix elements of the solid 
spherical harmonics by using vector-coupling methods. 
For example consider k = 2, Q, = L = 1./ = £: = 2 and use 
Moshinsky's notation (14) for reduced matrix elements 
of A. We have: ...., 
( 2 [~ + 1 ) ( 2 ~1 + 1 ) J Ji 
4Tr<n a:IIY~c. (b'll n2,><n e:11 Yl( <r:: 'If n~A.> = [-------
< 2 .e., + 1 ) ( 2 ~~ + l ) 
If k = 2, Q1 = ~z. = Q,' = Qf= 2, then: 
II II If II [ (.2)(.2 +1) ( .).X.2_ +I) J .?f (4Jr/5)<32 YJ.(~) 32><32jY.1.(~) 32> = . (.ZXA+I) ( 2x.:{tl) 
x<2200,20><2200j20> 
..z-<.+0 (~ 2. 




= 5x(2/7x5) = 2/7 
and 
= i l dm 11\l/3!1 LM> <LM 1'4-gl!) l/t' m' > 
/..11 j. rl < t, k m q I Q m> 
Let -k = -k = l, K = 2, q l = q.,:z. = l, q = 2, and e I= 1!. = 2 , 
we have L = l then: 
l 02 
<32// T;_(?;)~ 32> 
<lilY, (~)/12><2//Y, (A)/Jl><l l m-l 1!2 m> 
= 
<2 2 m-2 2 /2 m > 
x<2 1 m-2 l!l m-l > < l 1 1 1 I 2 2 > 
= -m/4 rr . 
~ 1 = QZ. = 1 1 J... = 2 S 0 : 
(2x1 + 1)(2x1 + l) ~ / 
T;zb (A) = (--------)<1 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 >Y21(A) 
4 if( 2x 2 + 1 ) lJ 
= ~ 3/~orrY.la<A) • 
<32 II T.l q~)ll 32> = <32/1 J3/101{ Y~(~dJ32> = ~/4Tr 
hence <32jly~ (~)/(32> =-(Jiii4rr)(IOTT/3f= -fi0/16Tf 
~ <3 2JjyA. <L)II3 2 ><3 2 j[Y.l.JE l//3 2 > 
c (3d3d;3d3d) = 
. < 3 211Y;. (~)II 3 2 > < 3 2/J :~ ( ~ l/J 3 2 > 
= 4/49. 
(2) We use Adman's notation: 
I 
Let f = Q = 2 k = 2, so: 
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( _ t"[ ( 2x2 + l) ( 2x2 + l) ( 2x2 + l ) JJ:z ( ~ ~ ~ ) 
41l" 
= (-5/14),Jl4/rr ) 
and <3dal Y.40(A),3do> = <3dol JS/16 (3A~ - A) /3dn > 
- ktJf<3d.o,;3(t- Ji-H-jJ;) 3Sa )(-~J1;3d0 } J -~f3do> 
Here lAo 3d > = -2/J313P > 
[A..t 3p > = -,J 8/3j3s> - 4/Jf 13do> 
r 4 :A 3do> = 213d 0 > 
so, <32 II y-'0( A) 11 3 2> = )i J% /c-1/ ( ~ ~ ~) 0 0 0 - S~+Jl! • 
Then: 
~ 
c (3d 3d; 3d3d) = 
(-57+~ ).2-
( -s-;4 fit. ) 2. 
= 
This result agrees with the result from (l). Also 
we can express: 
in second quantized form. Comparing the two expressions 
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Appendix 3: Example calculation of Coulomb integrals: 
where 
y k D ( ~ Q. m h r WI) ::: s X;:;- .r ~ Yu:% ( ? ) X n .e ""' r vi yo d .J 
= s R_;; I r k!? n.R. rd. Y. J /f;; c ~ fi<tc~ /t~(0o~0. 
We consider a simple case that to calculate the 
matrix element: <2s.l 18 11/r~a.l .zs.:t 's>, where n 1 = n z.. = 2, 
2~ = Q4= 0, s, = s1 = l/2, k = 0, and: 
j2s.1 1 S> = L<Om0m110M> j2s""'>j2s .,...;> 
M 1 M 
so 
Finally 
.2. I l I ..1 I <2s S 1/~a 2s S> 
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We have calculated the integral by computer. We find: 
Let Z = 1 So: 
This agrees with Moshinsky's result (14) . 
.1 I 2 I 
<2s S 1/r,:t. 2s S> = F = 0.1503906 
Also we have calculated the matrix element of: 
..!. I I I Jt I <2p S l/r1a. 2s S> = -.05074512 
It agrees with Moshinsky's result for -(l/J3lG (14). 
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Appendix 4: . The Slater integrals with effective nuclear charges 
in (II - 2 - 7). (Calculated by Nacsyma.) 
F (Z ,Zb 1 0) (Z z
8 2 z7 - 14 z
3 6 160 z4 zs - 106 z
5 z4 = +.8 z zb + ssss a a b a b a a b a b 




224 z3 z zb + zb + b b a a a a 
zs 
b 
+ 280 z4 z4 + 224 zs z3 + 112 z6 z2 + 32 z7 zb + 4 Z8) a b a b a b a a 
+ (28 z3 z6 - 106 z! z~ + 160 zs z 4 - 14 z6 ~ a b a b a 
z! z~ + z7 z2 + z8 8 z7 - 14 8 zb> 1 (4 zb + 32 z a b a a b 
112 z
2 
z! + 224 z3 
5 
280 z! z: + 224 zs z3 + zb + a a a b 
+ 112 z: z~ + 32 z~ zb + 4 Z8) a 
· F (Z ,Zb,O) zs zs 
3 2 z2 Z3) = (8064 zb + 4032 z zb + 1152 zb + 144 ·.,pppp a a .b a a a 
I (576 (Z12 + 8 z z1l + 28 z2 z10 + 56 z3 z9 b ?l b a b a b 
4 8 
56 zs 
7 6 6 7 5 z8 4 + 70 za zb + zb + 28 za zb + 8 z zb + Zb)) a a a 
+ zs zs (144 z~ + 1152 z z2 + 4032 z 2 z + 8064 Z3) 
~ b a b a b a 
I (576 (Z4 Z8 + 8 zs z7 + 28 z6 z6 + 56 z7 zs a b a b a b a b 
+ 70 z8 z4 + 56 z9 z3 + 28 z10 z2 + 8 zll z + z12l) 
a b a b a b a b a 
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F (Z Zb,2) 
5 5 10 z9 = za zb (5760 zb + 720 z ) I (576 (Zb + 8 z PPPP a a a b 
+ 28 z2 z8 + 56 z3 z7 + 70 
4 6 
+ 56 zs zs z zb a b a b a a b 
+ 28 z~ z4 + 8 z7 3 z8 z2)} + 5 zs (720 zb + z zb a b a a b a b 
+ 5760 z ) 





+ 56 zs zs + 70 z6 z4 + 56 z7 z3 + 28 zs 2 
a b a b a b a zb 
+ 8 9 z1o,, za zb + a 
FSSSSE(Za,zb,O) = z zb (832 z~ z6 - 6080 z 3 zs + 12960 z4 z4 a b a b a b 
- 6080 zs 
3 6 Z2) I (32 
9 za zb + 832 z (Zb + 9 z a a b a b 
+ 36 z2 z7 + 84 z3 
6 
126 z
4 z~ + 126 zs z4 a b a zb + a a b 
+ 84 z6 z3 + 36 z7 
2 
9 z8 zb 
9 
) ) zb + + z a b a a a 
FPPPPE(Za,zb,O) 93 zs 
5 (Z9 + 9 8 36 z2 
7 
84 z3 
6 = zb I z zb + zb + zb a b a a a 
+ 126 z4 z 5 + 126 zs z! + 84 z6 z3 + 36 z7 z2 a b a a b a b 
+ 9 ZB zb + Z9) a a 
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FPPPPE(Za,Zb,2) = 45 z! z! I (Z~ + 9 za z: + 36 z! Z~ + 84 z! z: 
1 6 4 5 5 4 6 3 . 7· 2 + 2 z z + 126 z z + 84 z zb + 36 z z ab ab a ab 
(3600 z4 zs - 1440 zs Z4) I (192 (Z: + 8 z z
7 
a b a b ·a b 
+ 28 z2 z6 + 56 z3 z! + 70 
•4 z4 + 56 z5 z3 z a b a a b a b 
+ 28 z6 2 8 z7 zb + z!)) (1440 z4 
5 
zb + - zb a a ·a 
3600 z 5 z 4) I (192 
a 1 
28·z; z: a b (Zb + 8 za zb + 
+ 56 ZJ 5 70 z4 4 56 z! ~ + 28 z6 z2 a zb + a zb + a b 
{Za,~} zb (128 z3 - 512 z
2 2 128 z 3 z >
2 
I 0ssE = z z zb + a a b a a b 
64 <zs + 5 4 10 z2 z3 + 10 z3 
2 5 
4 
z zb + zb + z zb b a a b a a 
·+ Z5)2 
a 
Fl?SPSE(Za,zb,l) =- z z (4224 z3 
5 11040 z4 
4 
2496 ZS Z3) z - zb + ab a b a a b 
I (192 (Z9 + 9 z z8 + 36 z2 Z~+ 84 z3 z6 b a b a a b 
+ 126 z4 z~ + 126 zs z4 + 84 z6 3 z~ ~ zb + 36 a a b a 
+ 9 'z8 z + Z9)) - z zb (2496 z3 zs - 11040 z! Z: a b a a a b 
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4224 z! z~) 9 8 z2 z7 + I (192 (Zb + 9 z zb + 36 a a b 
+ 84 z3 z6·+ 126 z4 zs + 126 zs 4 + 84 z6 z3 a b a b a zb a b 
+ 36 z7 z2 + 9 z8 zb + Z9)) a b a a 
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